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DECOMPOSITION OF OLFACTORY MEMORY BY DOPAMINE NEURAL CIRCUIT IN DROSOPHILA

Abstract

During the formation of an olfactory memory in *Drosophila*, the Mushroom Body (MB) receives olfactory cues (Conditioned Stimuli, CS) relayed from the antennal lobe and aversive or reward stimuli (Unconditioned Stimuli; US) from associated dopamine neurons (DANs). It has been shown that the pairing of a CS with dopamine release stimulated by a US is the key process for olfactory conditioning. The simplest mechanism might employ convergence at the MB of a CS and US through two separate and non-interacting circuit pathways. Here we show that the CS and US pathways interact in a novel and significant way to drive memory formation. First, we identified two types of *plastic* dopamine neurons (pDANs) that assign positive or negative valence to a CS during conditioning. Punishment pDANs are conditioned to respond uniquely to a CS (the CS+) that is associated with a punitive stimulus (US). Appetitive or reward pDANs exhibit coordinate plasticity to a distinct odor (CS-) that is not paired with a punitive US. By screening circuits for training dependent plasticity, we identified neurons that mediate DAN plasticity via a feedback loop from MB output to the pDAN input. A novel extrinsic neuron type we refer to as Recurrent Loop Neurons (RLNs) mediate this loop together with Mushroom body Output Neurons (MBONs). We show that reward pDANs participate in aversive conditioning by utilizing a tripartite feedback circuit
involving MBONs, DANs and RLNs to drive memory formation, especially to establish attraction to the CS- odor. We propose a model of bidirectional interaction between US and CS pathways has a specific role in learned binary decisions to memory.
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Chapter One

Introduction
Animals adapt to rapidly changing environments through reinforcing appropriate and advantageous behavior while discouraging disadvantageous behavior. Neuromodulators are evolutionarily conserved molecules that serve as the reinforcement signals. Neuromodulators act on receptors of downstream neurons and trigger modifications of cellular and synaptic functions, leading to modifications of neural circuits and behavioral adaptations. In particular, pathways utilizing dopamine have been investigated extensively as providing key reinforcement signals. However, it is still unknown how dopamine neurons work on a neural circuit level, especially in *Drosophila*. This thesis studies, in the model system of *Drosophila* olfactory memory system, how dopamine neurons contribute to memory formation in a novel circuit level.

This Introductory chapter first reviews current understanding of dopamine's function in mammalian brain. Then I introduce *Drosophila* olfactory pathway and different types of *Drosophila* memory, especially olfactory memory and dopamine's roles in *Drosophila* olfactory memory. Last I introduce deeper analysis of the role which dopamine neural circuit plays in *Drosophila* olfactory memory and its potential connection to mammalian dopamine system.

**Part One: Dopamine and its role in learning and motivation**

1.1 **Molecular properties of dopamine and DA receptors**

Dopamine (DA) is a predominant catecholamine neurotransmitter in the brain. It controls a wide range of brain functions, including locomotion activity, cognition, emotion, reinforcement, etc. Dopamine system has been the focus of research for decades since several pathological conditions, such as Parkinson disease and depression, are linked to dysfunction
of dopamine system. Moreover, dopamine is also closely related to learning and memory, a critical function of nervous system. Five homologues of dopamine receptors have been identified in mammals and those homologues can be divided into two groups based on structure and function similarities [1]. The D₁ and D₅ receptors share a high homology in transmembrane domain and are coupled to activation of adenyl cyclase (AC). The D₂, D₃ and D₄ receptors are also conserved in transmembrane domain but inhibit cAMP pathways. Therefore, D₁ and D₅ subtypes are classified D₁-like and D₂, D₃ and D₄ subtypes as D₂-like. In Drosophila, D₁-like, Dopamine Receptor in Mushroom body (DAMB) and D₂-like receptors D2R, [2] have also been identified, in addition to a non-canonical receptor (DopEcR) [3]. In a canonical model, dopamine neurons release dopamine onto neurons expressing dopamine receptors, which triggers downstream intracellular signaling. More recent studies in mammalian brain reveal that dopamine neurons can also co-release other neurotransmitters, including GABA and glutamate [4]. Co-release of GABA from dopamine neurons was shown to inhibit striatal neurons [5]. Since the identification of dopamine receptors, studies have found a large set of DA receptor agonists and antagonists with variable affinity. Researchers have since been using those drugs to study the function of dopamine system in behavior.

1.2 DA neurons’ roles in behavior

Researchers have been studying dopamine function since the 60s. In the earliest lesion studies, people found that selective damage to dopamine fibers causes deficits in feeding or forward locomotion [6]. With the development of selective DA receptor agonists and antagonists that can be used either to stimulate or to block dopamine pathways, researchers have been studying its effects on many behavior paradigms. Pavlovian conditioning and
operant learning are two major animal training paradigms to study learning and memory. Generally speaking, Pavlovian conditioning refers to passive stimulus-outcome associations whereas operant learning usually emphasizes association between an active instrumental act and its consequent outcome together with the motivation that precedes the instrumental act. A few models have been proposed to explain dopamine’s roles in both Pavlovian conditioning and operant learning. Notably the differentiation between reinforcement of stimulus-outcome association and conditioned motivation preceding instrumental act, as proposed by Wise [6], appears to explain dopamine’s function in learning process. In the hypothesis model of reinforcement, dopamine serves as the reinforcement of the association between stimulus and behavioral response. Lack of reinforcement, achieved by blocking dopamine activity, impairs memory. For example, rats fail to learn to lever-press for food or water if dopamine function is impaired [7]. Reinforcement model appears to explain learning in fruit flies as well. Studies have shown that silencing DA neurons causes memory deficits in olfactory [8] and taste memory [9]. In the hypothesis model of incentive motivation [6], dopamine endows an otherwise neutral stimulus with motivational importance through prior association with a reward. Incentive motivation emphasizes priming or drive-like effects of an encounter with conditioned stimulus before the animal receives the reward. For example, how fast an animal runs in an alley depends on the association between alley cues and a previous reward [6].

Intro Figure 1A illustrates the difference between incentive motivation and classical reinforcement in mouse conditioned place preference (CPP) experiments using drug as reinforcers [10]. In incentive driven behavior, conditioned stimuli (CS+) elicits a ‘seek them out’ incentive motivation. Animals may not necessarily like the CS+ but they tend to explore the area with CS+. In operant conditioned behavior, animals exhibit spontaneous behavior
that may be rewarded with drugs. In this case, animals are actively trying to obtain rewards by a spontaneous act instead of passively waiting for reward to come. In Pavlovian conditioned behavior, CS+ associated with drugs may elicit an innate response that can be the same as the response to US, such as feeding behavior. This innate response to US will also prevent animals from leaving CS+ area. In the end, all these three types of conditioning lead to the same behavioral outcome: mice prefer the CS+ zone to the CS- zone. It is likely that dopamine plays a role in all these types of conditioning mechanisms.

Another hypothesis was proposed by Hikosaka [11]. In order to explain DA neurons encoding both reward and non-rewarding events, they came up with a model to classify DA neurons into two types: DA neurons that encode motivational value and those that encode motivational salience (Intro Figure 1B). On one hand, value-encoding DA neurons are excited by reward and inhibited by aversive stimuli. Those neurons could encode prediction error and the valence of stimuli, thus providing reinforcement instructive signal for seeking and evaluation. On the other hand, salience-encoding DA neurons are excited by both reward and aversive stimuli but display weaker response to neutral stimuli [11, 12]. It could provide instructive signal for neural circuits to detect and predict events of high importance, no matter whether the events represent positive or negative valence. In addition to motivation and salience, a third alerting function was also proposed [11]. In this category, DA neurons respond to several types of sensory events that are not associated with rewarding or aversive experiences. This includes novelty, surprise, arousal and attention. Those alerting response reflects the extent to which the stimulus is surprising or captures attention; the alerting response would be reduced if attention is engaged elsewhere [11].
The criteria for DA neurons classification by Wise [6] emphasizes more on its involvement in behavior. DA neurons are classified as mediating reinforcement if they are involved in reward-stimulus association and they are classified as mediating motivation if they are required for exploration and operant learning. Hikosaka’s classification criteria for DA neurons are based on how DA neurons respond to conditioned stimuli. It appears that value-encoding DA neurons correspond to those involved in reinforcement and salience-encoding DA neurons correspond to those involved in incentive motivation. However, these two aspects of DA neurons’ function also seem to be intertwined to some extent. On one hand, it requires dopamine’s reinforcement function for DA neurons to learn to encode event salience. Those DA neurons don’t display naïve response to the salience of CS before conditioning and it is the dopamine reinforcement that causes DA neurons to encode salience after conditioning. On the other hand, salience-encoding DA neurons likely provide a motivational drive in operant learning and this could also facilitate the reinforcement process. Despite the progress in mammalian research, it remains unclear whether there is a saliency component in fruit flies’ memory and there is even controversy over whether operant learning really exists in fruit fly behavior. Recently, it was reported that honey bees are able to perform a cap-pushing action which appears to be operant learning [13].

1.3 Reward circuitry in mammalian brain
The reward circuitry characterized in great detail in mouse brain is the VTA (ventral tegmental area) dopamine neurons that project to nucleus accumbens (NAc), part of ventral striatum. GABAergic medium spiny neurons (MSN) are the principle neurons of NAc, expressing D₁ or D₂ like DA receptors. As a heterogeneous midbrain structure, VTA also
comprises GABAergic interneurons (30%) and a relatively small fraction of glutamatergic neurons (5%), in addition to DA neurons (65%) [14]. DA neurons in VTA likely receive constant inhibition from its surrounding GABAergic inter-neurons. VTA dopamine neurons axons impinge on dendritic spines of MSNs and glutamatergic cortical afferents, forming a triad arrangement, which allows dopamine to modulate MSN postsynaptic processes in response to presynaptic cortical input [15]. In turn, GABA neurons in VTA receive inhibitory input from D1 MSNs of NAc (Intro Figure 1C). It was reported that abnormal potentiation of this inhibitory pathway from NAc MSNs to VTA GABA neurons causes elevated activity of DA neurons due to dis-inhibition. This is closely related to cocaine-induced addiction [16]. There are two modes of DA neuron transmission in NAc. One is synaptic ‘phasic’ activation, which induces a rapid and spatially restricted dopamine release caused by DA neuron ‘burst’ firing. This type of firing is usually cause by primary reward or conditioned stimulus predicting primary reward. It is generally thought to serve as the instructive signal for conditioning [17]. The other type is extrasynaptic ‘tonic’ activation, which displays slow-timescale DA level changes. Tonic DA activity may affect broader populations of NAc neurons [17]. Dopamine acts on NAc MSNs through a complex array of mechanisms, which controls subsequent behavior through MSNs output. It has been shown that activation of D1 or D2 MSNs has opposite effects on behavior. Activation of D1 MSNs optogenetically by ChR2 stimulation or knocking down Tyrosine receptor kinase B (TrkB) in D1 MSNs potentiates cocaine induced reward effects and increases locomotor activity [18]. Knocking down TrkB in D2 MSNs, on the other hand, attenuates reward effects of cocaine [18]. This is consistent with striatum direct and indirect pathway hypothesis. Activation of direct pathway MSNs promotes locomotion whereas activation of indirect pathway inhibits it [19].
In addition to NAc, VTA dopamine neurons also project axons to other brain regions, including prefrontal cortex, amygdala and hippocampus. It has been known for more than a decade that dopamine facilitates long-term potentiation in hippocampus and VTA was postulated to be the neuronal source for dopamine [20, 21]. However, a recent study demonstrates that dopamine’s novelty effect on hippocampus mostly comes from locus coeruleus when pharmacological blocking of VTA dopamine neurons doesn’t affect novelty effect on memory [22]. Optogenetic activation of VTA dopamine neuron projections to mPFC was found to facilitate stimulus discrimination but carry no aversive or appetitive valence [23]. Although amygdala is critical for acquisition and storage of fear memory and dopamine is traditionally perceived as representing reward, it has been shown that dopamine activity induces long-term depression of pathway from lateral amygdala (LA) to intercalated cell mass (ITC) pathway [24]. It is still unclear which brain region provides dopamine input for amygdala.

As complex as its output pathways, VTA receives input from many brain areas as well, creating an inter-connected neural network (Intro Figure 1C). In addition to feedback from NAc, VTA receives projections from lateral habenula (LHb), lateral hypothalamus (LH), rostomedial tegmental area (RMTg) and laterodorsal tegmental area (LDTg). It has been shown that lateral habenula responds to aversive stimuli and optogenetic stimulation of LHb terminals in RMTg promotes inhibition of DA neurons in VTA, representing negative valence [25]. Another study shows that GABAergic pathway from lateral hypothalamus activates VTA dopamine neurons by inhibiting VTA GABAergic interneurons, facilitating dopamine release in NAc. This LH-VTA pathway is able to support positive reinforcement and conditioned place preference [26]. Similarly, in addition to VTA dopamine input, NAc also receives input from
multiple brain regions, such as mPFC. Together, this intertwined recurrent neural network constitutes a delicate reward circuitry that allows the animal to adapt to complicated and rapidly changing environments.

1.4 Mouse dopamine neurons encode prediction error

The initial hypothesis for prediction error comes from the seminal study by Schultz et al [27]. Mammalian midbrain dopamine neurons, such as VTA neurons, are able to calculate the difference between an actual and expected stimulus, and release dopamine accordingly to regulate synaptic transmission and thus shape behavior. In the original paper by Schultz, researchers found that dopamine neurons display phasic response to primary reward before conditioning. After conditioning, phasic response to primary reward shifts to reward predicting conditioned stimuli. Moreover, dopamine neurons exhibit suppression of DA activity if reward is withheld when it is supposed to be given shortly after reward predicting conditioned stimuli [27]. A decade later, Hikosaka et al shows that dopamine neurons encode prediction errors for both appetitive and aversive events [12]. Researchers went further to find out how DA neurons in VTA calculate prediction errors. First, it was found that after classical conditioning, VTA GABAergic interneurons display activity ramping up in response to reward predicting conditioned stimulus [28]. Later, it turns out that activity of VTA GABA interneurons indeed contributes to inhibition of DA neurons response to primary reward after odor has been conditioned [29]. A more thorough study by Tian et al shows that DA neurons in VTA receives a distributed and mixed input from many brain regions, including striatum and hypothalamus. Those neurons that project to VTA dopamine neurons respond to primary reward, calculate expectation or display mixed response [30]. It is unclear to what
extent those different brain regions contribute to the calculation of prediction errors in VTA dopamine neurons. Simple but sufficiently complicated organisms such as *Drosophila* thereby could provide us an opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the fundamental principles of how dopamine neurons participate in memory formation and how they are regulated by other neurons. In this study, we focused on *Drosophila* mushroom body dopamine system.

**Part Two: Mushroom body is one of the memory centers in *Drosophila***

**1.1 Structure and function of *Drosophila* olfactory sensory system**

Insects rely on multiple primary sensory organs for olfaction. Adult *Drosophila* contains two olfactory organs, namely antenna and maxillary palp. Both organs contain sensory hairs, or sensilla housing the dendrites of olfactory receptor neurons (ORN). Antenna is the main olfactory sensory organ whereas maxillary palp lies close to labellum, the main taste organ of *Drosophila* head. There is evidence that olfactory stimuli via maxillary palp could facilitate taste related behavior [31]. Some of the antenna sensilla respond to general odorants while others respond solely to important pheromones. For example, a specific olfactory receptor Ord67d responds to male-specific pheromone 11-cis vaccenyl acetate (cVA), which is critical for courtship behavior [32]. Olfactory receptors repertoire comprises three olfactory receptor families: 60-340 members of insect Or (Odor receptor) family, a few members of Gr (Gustatory receptor) family and around 60 members of Ir (Inotropic receptor) family. Ors and Grs contain seven transmembrane domains whereas Irs contain three transmembrane domains and a pore-loop [33]. Contrary to its mammalian counterparts, odor receptors act as ionotropic receptors. Odorant binding produce a fast inward current and it doesn’t require
function of a G protein. Each olfactory receptor has a wide-ranging affinity for different chemicals. Some receptors are excited by odorants while some are inhibited. Extensive analysis has been conducted on the responses of receptor repertoire to panels of odorants. As summarized by Carlson et al, there are three basic principles [33]. First, individual odorants activate subset of receptors, instead of a single receptor. Second, each receptor can be activated by subset of odorants. Some receptors have a wide tuning curve, responding to many odorants while others are narrowly tuned. Third, odorants of high concentration tend to activate a broader panel of receptors. The primary representation of odor identity is thus distributed across a large set of ORNs.

The second olfactory center, antennal lobe (AL), receives odor input from ORNs. ORNs expressing the same set of receptors usually innervate one or two glomeruli in AL while each glomerulus in AL receive innervation from roughly 50 ORNs [33]. The axons of ORNs synapse with the dendrites of the output neurons in AL, which are referred as projection neurons (PN). Analysis of PN odor response profile reveals that PNs are broadly tuned by odorants: each PN responds to a wide array of odorants and the response pattern is more complicated than ORNs. For example, a detailed analysis of glomerulus DM2 and its presynaptic input indicates that DM2 PNs respond to a larger set of odorants than its presynaptic ORNs [34]. Moreover, detailed analysis shows that PNs respond to odors more reliably and odor representation is better separated in AL than in ORNs [35]. Wilson et al also shows that lateral inhibition mediated by GABAergic inter-neurons is also important for signal processing in AL. This inhibition scales with the strength of ORN activation [36]. After processing in AL, odor response is further transformed to mushroom body, the third olfactory center.
Mushroom body (MB) consists of ~2000 intrinsic Kenyon cell (KCs) neurons. Those KCs extend dendrites into a neuropil region named as calyx and project axons into a highly organized structure named as mushroom body lobes. Receiving broadly tuned odor response from antennal lobe, MB transforms odor representation into a sparse activity code in odor-selective KC ensembles. KCs receive input from multiple glomeruli but are much more narrowly tuned than their presynaptic neurons. Odor stimuli evoke responses only from a small fraction of KCs [37]. Carefully designed mapping analysis shows that each Kenyon cell integrates input from a different and random combination of glomeruli and different classes of KC don’t seem to integrate input from a specific group of glomeruli. Those glomeruli that synapse onto the same individual KC don’t share a common odor tuning profile either [38]. This random organization of glomeruli connection to MB and global inhibition could explain the sparse activity code in KC odor response. The organization of *Drosophila* olfactory pathway is shown in Intro Figure 1D.

### 1.2 Various types of memory in *Drosophila*

Similar to mammals, insects are able to use memory to navigate and adapt to its surrounding environments. Fruit flies can be trained to memorize olfactory stimuli, visual patterns and place/locations cues through associative learning paradigms. In associative learning, fruit fly is trained to associate a conditioned stimulus (CS) with a rewarding or punishing unconditioned stimulus (US). Here I will introduce olfactory and visual memory in adult fruit flies.
In visual learning, flies are usually trained to memorize visual patterns, colors, illumination intensity, etc. Visual memory has been extensively examined by using flight simulator. In flight simulator, an individual fly is held in a stationary position, suspended by a hook glued to its thorax. The set-up is placed in the center of an arena with wall or screens that provide visual stimulation. The hook glued to fly’s thorax is attached to a torque meter so that an individual fly’s flight yaw force can be measured when the fly rotates in the arena. The visual surrounding on arena wall can serve as visual cues to guide animal’s flight or it can be modulated in a closed loop based on tethered fly’s flight direction. In classical conditioning, as an individual fly rotates and changes its flight direction, different visual patterns will be presented. In many studies, one visual pattern is presented together with heat pulse punishment while the other pattern is presented as a neutral stimulus. After conditioning, fly will learn to maintain its direction towards the neutral unpaired visual pattern so that memory score can be calculated based on the time spent on maintaining its direction towards the unpaired stimulus [39]. Later studies further show that *Drosophila* visual pattern memory is stored in fan-shaped body, part of *Drosophila* central complex [40]. In addition to flight stimulator, there are also visual memory tests for free moving flies. In this paradigm, a group of flies are placed on a transparent arena, with LED providing visual stimulation beneath the arena [41]. Usually light of two different colors are used as conditioned stimulus. One color is paired with reward or punishment while the other color is presented alone, not paired with anything. Afterwards flies are tested in a T-maze to measure memory score. A more elegant study further shows that flies are able to perform visual place learning. It was shown that flies are capable of learning and recognizing a comfort zone in an arena based on surrounding visual landmarks after being punished outside the comfort zone. It also found that ellipsoid
body, instead of mushroom body, is required for this type of visual place memory [42]. This paradigm is actually highly similar to Morris water maze experiment, in which mice search for a safe platform to escape from unpleasant water experience based on multiple visual cues [43].

It is generally believed that olfaction is the most important sensory modality for insects. Naturally, olfactory memory is most extensively studied in fruit flies. In olfactory learning paradigm with odorant used as conditioned stimuli (CS), many kinds of stimulation can be used as unconditioned stimuli (US) and US can be either punishment or reward. These include: aversive olfactory conditioning using electric shock or heat as punishment [44]; appetitive olfactory conditioning using sugar or water as reward [45, 46]; associative courtship conditioning with female courtship rejection as punishment [47]. In aversive or appetitive conditioning, two odorants are usually used as conditioned stimulus. First, one odorant is presented simultaneously with reward or punishment and this odorant is usually referred to as CS+. Then after a small interval (60s), the other odorant is presented without any US and this one is referred as CS-. Memory score is then measured by forced decision making in a T-maze after conditioning (Intro Figure 1E). In courtship conditioning, after rejection of courtship by mated females, male fruit flies exhibit an enhanced response to male pheromone 11-cis vaccenyl acetate (cVA), and thus suppress futile courtship with mated females afterwards. Fruit fly male pheromone is deposited on female body when courtship occurs and thus cVA serves as a marker to distinguish virgins from mated females. There is evidence that pairing cVA stimulation with courtship rejection activates a group of dopamine
neurons innervating mushroom body and dopamine release likely modulates neurotransmission from MB to MBONs [47].

1.3 Classical findings on olfactory memory in *Drosophila*

*Drosophila* aversive olfactory memory features a range of memory phases, including short-term memory (STM) [48], middle-term memory (MTM) [49], anesthesia-resistant memory (ARM) and long-term memory (LTM) [48]. Memory obtained by a single training trial is believed to last for hours and is composed of three phases of memory that doesn’t require protein synthesis after conditioning: STM, MTM and ARM [50]. STM refers to memory maintained 3 to 30 minutes after conditioning and MTM emphasizes the memory that persists during 1 to 3 hours after conditioning. ARM refers to the memory component that is resistant to cold shock treatment. Putting flies on ice for 2 min (cold shock) after conditioning reduces memory score and the remaining portion of memory is referred to as ARM. Spaced cycles of training create long-term memory that last for days and it requires de novo protein synthesis after conditioning [51]. Ever since the earliest days of research on *Drosophila* memory, researchers have been trying to identify genes required for aversive olfactory memory. A large set of genes was screened for memory defects and a few critical genes were identified. For example, *rutabaga* is one of the earliest genes identified. *Rutabaga* encodes an adenylyl cyclase and it regulates the canonical PKA pathway as a coincidence detector [52]. Interestingly, most of genes discovered in screening for memory defects have been found to be highly expressed in mushroom body [53], suggesting mushroom body is the memory center in *Drosophila*.
In order to understand how mushroom body mediates memory formation, a canonical tool called *Shi*<sup>ts1</sup> has been frequently used in research from the past two decades. *Shi*<sup>ts1</sup> is a temperature sensitive dynamin-like gene mutation that controls vesicular traffic [54]. At permissive temperature (21°C), the protein encoded by *Shi*<sup>ts1</sup> stays normal whereas at restrictive temperature (30°C), the protein becomes dysfunctional likely due to protein structure instability induced by high temperature. By driving *Shi*<sup>ts1</sup> in specific neurons using GAL4 lines, we can control synaptic output from the neuron in a time-dependent manner and examine its effects on memory. By using this tool, studies in the last decade have found that different MB lobes mediate memory of different phases. Mushroom body lobes, composed of KC axons that form a parallel neuropil alignment, can be roughly divided into five subgroups or ‘lobes’ (the α, α', β, β' and γ lobes). The γ lobe is shown to be required for STM and MTM, whereas the α / β lobes required for LTM [55, 56]. More recently, with the development of more sensitive and reliable calcium indicator, researchers have been using genetic encoded calcium indicator (GECI or GCaMP) to monitor neuron activity and identified training dependent plasticity in mushroom body related neurons. For example, there is evidence that mushroom body display differential response to CS+ and CS- after aversive olfactory conditioning [55]. Last, although it is believed *Drosophila* olfactory LTM is protein-synthesis dependent [51] and requires mushroom body function, one study claims that MB is indispensable for LTM and protein synthesis is only required in a group of neurons outside mushroom body [57]. This controversy needs to be settled in the future.

**1.4 Drosophila dopamine system**
Dopamine is involved in many aspects of *Drosophila* behavior, including locomotion, sleep, memory, etc. Blocking dopamine signaling by mutation or drugs causes behavior malfunction. One study blocks dopamine function by generating mutant flies that lack tyrosine hydroxylase, the enzyme for dopamine biosynthesis. Those mutant flies exhibit reduced walking speed, reduced daily walking distance, extended sleep time and impaired aversive olfactory memory but intact visual fixation ability [58]. In order to map out the distribution of dopamine neurons in adult fly brain, a study used anti-tyrosine hydroxylase (anti-TH) antibody to stain putative dopamine positive neurons and characterized eight clusters of DA neurons, totaling ~282 neurons [59]. Those neurons were named based on cell body location in fly brain. For instance, if a neuron’s cell body is located in the posterior lateral region of fly protocerebrum, it will be named as PPL (protocerebral posterior lateral) neuron. There are four major clusters: PAM, PAL, PPM and PPL clusters. Neurons in different clusters may project axons into different brain regions and even neurons in the same cluster might have different axon projection patterns. In order to understand which specific group of dopamine neurons is required for certain behavior, researchers usually use *Shi*	extsuperscript{Ps1} and specific GAL4 lines to block synaptic output from a specific group of dopamine neurons and to analyze its effects on behavior. There is evidence that PPL1 DA neurons are required for aversive olfactory memory [60], sleep/wakefulness regulation [61] and aversive taste memory [9]. A certain group of PPL1 DA neurons innervate MB and activation of those neurons induces aversive olfactory memory. Some other neurons regulate sleep via innervation of fan-shaped body, a structure involved in sleep control. PAM dopamine neurons have been shown to be critical for appetitive or reward conditioning, including olfactory memory induced by sugar [8] or water [46] and courtship conditioning [47]. All PAM dopamine neurons innervate mushroom body.
lobes (Intro Figure 1F) and thus it is likely that memory induced by PAM dopamine neuron activation is stored in mushroom body lobes. There is also evidence that PPM3 neurons are involved in choosing ethanol-containing food in oviposition behavior. Flies prefer oviposition on food with high ethanol concentration. Silencing PPM3 neurons impair flies' preference to ethanol [62]. As we can see from the discussion above, most studies in fruit flies focus on which brain regions DA neurons project their axons to and how those DA neurons regulate those brain regions. It is unclear what’s the input to those DA neurons and how the DA neurons are regulated.

Part Three: Mushroom body dopamine neurons receive feedback from olfactory pathway

1.1 Each mushroom body lobe is divided into multiple functional compartments

The Mushroom body (MB) is the hub of olfactory memory in *Drosophila* [8, 48, 63, 64]. As the third component of *Drosophila* olfactory pathway, MB receives input from antennal lobes (AL) projection neurons. Consisting of ~2000 intrinsic Kenyon cell (KCs) neurons, the MB transforms AL odor inputs into a sparse activity code in odor-selective KC ensembles [37, 38]. KC dendritic odor input is propagated to KC axons that form a parallel alignment in neuropil that can be roughly divided into five subgroups or ‘lobes’ (the $\alpha, \alpha', \beta, \beta'$ and $\gamma$ lobes). In recent years, studies have found each MB lobe has orthogonal divisions (zones) that are formed of functional compartments along the lengths of the KC axons. These zones are tiled with the synaptic inputs and outputs of numerous MB extrinsic neurons (MBENs) that modulate and execute odor memory [65, 66]. The executive MBENs include at least 21 classes of MB output neurons (MBONs); modulatory neurons include dopamine neurons (DANs). For
instance, there are five classes of MBONs innervating γ lobe and those MBONs are named from γ1 to γ5 MBONs based on their positions in the lobe from the most lateral region to midline (Intro Figure 1G). MBONs receive dopamine input from DANs and MBON response to odors can be modified by dopamine release stimulated by unconditioned stimulus (US). For example, α2 MBON, have been shown to respond differentially to CS+ and CS-, encoding the valence associated with learned odors [67]. Based on morphological analyses, the dendrites of specific MBONs overlap with the axons of select groups of DANs in each lobe compartment (Intro Figure 1G) [66]. An attractive explanation for the tiled zonal division of MBENs is that specific zones are required for memories of different valence (aversive/appetitive) and phases (STM, MTM, LTM) [67-69]. For example, the γ4, γ5 and β’2 DANs are activated by reward stimuli, such as sugar and water whereas γ1 DANs are activated by punitive stimuli, such as electric shocks [45, 70]. Furthermore, a recent study revealed that DANs only act on the MBONs that project dendrites in the same compartment, which eliminates potential interference across different compartments [71], although Cohn et al claims the opposite: DANs are able to regulate KC activity across lobe compartments [72]. This controversy needs to be resolved in future research.

Dopamine has been shown to be critical for olfactory memory in Drosophila. Memory can be generated by pairing of dopamine release with sensory stimulation in different modalities, including vision, olfaction, taste and courtship [45, 73, 74]. In aversive olfactory conditioning, an odorant is paired with simultaneous delivery of punitive electric shocks, which triggers the activity of a specific group of dopamine neurons [48, 73]. Pairing dopamine release with odor stimulation modifies neurotransmission from mushroom body lobes to mushroom body
output neurons. For example, Hige et al shows that pairing induces inhibition of MBON response to odors [71]. Because of the synaptic modification, flies learn to avoid the odor associated with electric shocks. Roughly speaking, *Drosophila* dopamine neurons can be divided into two types based on their valence [75]. DANs are referred to as aversive or punishing if they are required for aversive memory or if they can drive aversive learning via artificial activation. They are referred as appetitive or rewarding if their activity is involved in learning that leads to approach or attraction. For instance, PPL1γ1 DANs are critical for aversive memory and artificial activation of it by dTrpA1 paired with odor stimulation induces aversive memory [60]. Conversely, PAMγ4 and β′2 DANs are critical for appetitive memory and pairing its activation with odor stimulation creates appetitive memory [45]. The valence of DANs innervating mushroom body is summarized in Intro Figure 1F. Here, we focused on γ and β′ lobes to systematically investigate how DANs and MBONs interact to drive memory formation.

1.2 Dopamine neurons display conditioned response to odors

In the mammalian nervous system, dopamine VTA neurons perform a calculation of prediction error [27, 28], updating the valence of extrinsic stimuli based on learned experience. Whether fruit fly dopamine neurons are able to learn odor valence remains unclear (see [76]), although DANs have been shown to respond to odor stimulation in fruit flies [59]. Here, we used calcium imaging, optogenetics and behavioral approaches to systematically study how DANs’ respond to odors (CS) during and after associative conditioning and its underlying mechanism. We found that during aversive training, punishment DANs, such as the γ3, learn to respond more strongly to an odor coincident with
an electric shock (the CS+), whereas reward DANs, such as $\gamma 4$, $\beta'2$ and $\beta'1$ DANs, learn to respond more strongly to an odor (the CS-) that follows the presentation of the shock and CS+ odor. We refer to these neurons as plastic DANs (pDANs). In addition, a group of reward DANs displays enhanced activity immediately when odor presentation ends; this odor-OFF response is enhanced by recent experience of an odor paired with shock.

1.3 Dopamine neurons receive feedback from MBONs and RLNs

As discussed in previous paragraphs, dopamine neurons in VTA receive input from multiple brain regions and the input to VTA DA neurons’ leads to its ability to encode prediction errors. In order to understand the pathway that relays the response of conditioned stimuli to DANs, we screened uncharacterized neurons based on branches locations to identify those that display training dependent plasticity. We identify a new class of neurons, Recurrent Loop Neurons (RLNs) and enlarge the known group of MBONs that participate in aversive memory and feedback onto DANs. We show that there are indeed both anatomical and functional connections between DANs, MBONs and RLNs, by using GRASP and optogenetic activation. We also show that a circuit of MBONs, RLNs and DANs contribute to odor-evoked differential responses of DANs in a manner that relays the valence of CS. In order to confirm that DANs’ response to odors, especially CS-, indeed plays a role in memory formation, we modified classical aversive olfactory conditioning paradigms and show that flies indeed come to memorize the valence of CS- and prefer CS- to a third new odor. Moreover, attraction to CS- contributes to fly aversive olfactory memory at different memory phases. Taken together, we demonstrate that there is a feedback pathway routing mushroom body to dopamine neurons, conveying olfactory information of valence. Considering that mouse VTA DA neurons receive
input from many brain areas, it is intriguing to investigate whether the dopamine neural network from these two evolutionarily diverged species share some fundamental similarities in future research.
Intro Figure 1 Introduction to mouse dopamine system and Drosophila olfactory system. (A) Different learning processes lead to conditioned place preference (CPP) in mice; adapted from [10]. Panel (a) illustrates incentive motivation driven behavior; panel (b) illustrates operant conditioned behavior; panel (c) illustrates Pavlovian conditioned behavior. (B) Diagram of value-encoding and salience-encoding dopamine neurons; adapted from [11]. (C) Diagram of the connectivity between VTA dopamine neuron and GABA neuron and their upstream input neurons; adapted from [77]. (D) Diagram of Drosophila olfactory pathway; adapted from [78]. (E) Illustration of aversive olfactory training experiment; adapted from [79]. Flies are trained by paring odor A with electric shock punishment and pairing odor B with nothing. Then flies are forced to choose between two odors in a T-maze. (F) Diagram of dopamine neurons of opposite valence in mushroom body lobes; adapted from [41]. PAM dopamine neurons are positive reward DA neurons and they respond to sugar stimulation. PPL1 dopamine neurons are negative punishment DA neurons and they respond to electric shock stimulation. Reward and punishment DA neurons innervate separate regions of mushroom body lobes. (G) Functional compartmentalization of mushroom body lobes; adapted from [69].
Chapter Two

Mushroom body dopamine neurons, output neurons and RLNs form a tripartite network
**Introduction**

It is well known that dopamine neurons in mammals encode prediction errors. In appetitive or reward conditioning using odor as conditioned stimuli, dopamine neurons initially respond to primary rewards but not to odor stimulation. After many trials of conditioning, dopamine neurons terminate or reduce its response to primary rewards but start to respond to reward predicting conditioned stimuli. Moreover, dopamine neurons even show suppression of activity in response to omission of rewards, representing surprise or unexpected errors. Naturally, people ask whether dopamine neurons also encode prediction errors in insects, such as fruit flies. However, it is still unclear whether fruit fly dopamine neurons (DANs) are capable of doing so. Therefore, we designed a training-under-the-microscope setup to investigate dopamine neurons activity during aversive olfactory conditioning. In this setup, neurons of interest were monitored by GCaMP6, when odor stimulation was being paired with 1 μA electric shocks delivered to individual fruit fly's legs as punishment. By using the setup, we performed an unbiased screen to identify neurons that undergo changes in response to CS+/CS- during and after aversive olfactory conditioning. First we found that punishment DANs display stronger response to CS+ than CS-. Conversely, reward DANs display stronger response to CS- than CS+. It suggests that because of dopamine neuron firing in response to CS-, CS- is also encoded as part of aversive olfactory memory. Second, we identified a group of previously unknown neurons, which we refer to as recurrent loop neurons (RLNs). Those RLNs also encode the valence of conditioned stimuli: one group of RLNs shows stronger response to CS+ while the other group shows stronger response to CS-. Third, we demonstrate that RLNs as well as MBONs activate dopamine neurons in a way that relays the conditioned valence of reward or punishment. RLNs or MBONs of negative valence
activate punishment DANs. The same is true with positive-valence RLNs/MBONs and reward DANs. Last, we examined DANs’ activity during conditioning with RLNs’ or MBONs’ output blocked by Shi$_{1}$. We found that with RLN1 output blocked, reward DANs’ response to CS- was suppressed. With avoidance MBONs’ output blocked, inhibition of reward DANs’ response to CS+ was relieved. It indicates that RLN or MBONs activity is critical for normal function of DANs during conditioning.

Results

1. A screen of horizontal lobe extrinsic neurons for plasticity

To screen MB horizontal lobe extrinsic neurons for plasticity, we devised a robust method for live imaging of Ca$^{2+}$ dynamics during aversive olfactory conditioning (Figure S1). In this method, a fly’s legs were tethered to copper wires in a non-toxic conductive way. The animals were subjected to electric current similar to what is usually used for free moving animals in a large-scale training apparatus when they were being exposed to an airstream containing an odorant (CS+ odorant). After a short exposure to pure air, a second odor (CS-) was presented in the absence of shock. With this approach, pairing an odor with electric shock punishment resulted in robust plasticity in neurons, such as MB extrinsic neurons, that could potentially participate in memory storage and execution. In most of our experiments, multiple cycles of conditioning were used to examine the change of neuronal responses as memory could be strengthened by repetition, which could make it easier to detect subtle changes. Using this method, we screened for neurons that changed their activity during conditioning reported by calcium indicators, instead of conventional behavioral assays. Lines of interest were selected by visual inspection. After identifying all relevant neurons, we then applied optogenetics and
morphological or GRASP analysis, in an effort to examine their connectivity and to assemble them into a neural circuit. These circuit components were then examined by genetic silencing to investigate whether silencing those neurons causes defects in behavior and whether those behavior defects correspond with neurons’ functions in the circuit.

2. Mushroom body dopamine neurons display training dependent plasticity

Among neurons that could be readily identified based on prior work, we first focused on DANs that project axons into the MB horizontal lobes. Most of these DANs respond strongly to either electric shock or to odor (Figure 1 and S2). For example, the γ3 DAN, which plays a role in aversive conditioning, responds strongly to electric shocks (ES) (Figure 1C). Interestingly, the DANs γ4 and γ5, which are required for appetitive memory [8, 45, 46], also appear to respond to ES during a canonical one minute odor-paired training regime (Figure 1D), as well as in single short ES trials (Figure S2A). Careful analysis shows that these DANs are actually slightly inhibited by punitive electric shocks and rebound in Ca\(^{2+}\) mediated fluorescence after the shock pulse ends (blue and green arrowheads in Figure S2A). Cross-correlation analysis reveals that activation of the γ4 DAN commences about 1s after γ3 DAN response ends; the γ5 DAN displays a similar inverse correlation with a lag of ~2s (Figure S2B). The long-term dynamics of shock-evoked responses varied across the DANs; the γ4 DAN’s response rebounds briefly and then returns to baseline, whereas the γ5 DAN exhibits a sustained, relatively strong and slowly increasing response to shock (Figure S2A). It is possible that the rebound activity of the reward-associated DANs encodes a small ‘relief response’ that signals the end of a punitive stimulus.
We define neurons as plastic if they exhibit training dependent changes in odor-evoked responses to CS+ or CS- odors during conditioning or afterward, in the test cycle. The horizontal lobe γ3, γ4, γ5, β’1 and β’2 DANs displayed response plasticity (Figure 1C, 1D, 1E and S4a). For the γ3 DAN, plasticity was obscured during conditioning by strong ES activation but revealed by the subsequent ‘odor only’ test cycle: the γ3 response to CS+ became increased relative to CS- eventually (Figure 1C). DANs with reward functions, such as γ4 and β’2 DANs, on the other hand, responded more strongly to CS- than to CS+ after five spaced cycles of conditioning (Figure 1D and 1F). For instance, the γ4 DAN response to paired CS+ and ES was initially much stronger than to CS-, a response that was not observed with presentation of odor or shock alone (see below).

This response was rapidly modified after the first training cycle. The γ4 response to CS- odor increased dramatically whereas the CS+ response decreased, as the cycles progressed. At the test cycle, the CS- evoked response was significantly stronger than the CS+ response. In contrast, the reward β’2 DANs mostly decreased their response to CS+ paired with ES as training continued, such that the CS- response was differentially greater by the test cycle (Figure 1E and 1F). The reward DANs β’1 and α1 likewise displayed a differential increase in the response to CS- over the course of training (Figure S4a). In contrast to the other DANs, the reward γ5 DAN displayed an enhanced response to both the CS+ and CS- odors by the test cycle. Thus, overall, punishment DANs implicated in learned aversive responses increased its relative response to CS+, while reward DANs implicated in learned appetitive responses increased their relative response to CS-. A second feature of DAN plasticity occurred at the cessation of odor presentation. The γ4 and β’2 DANs displayed a strong odor-off response that was modified by training (Figure 3B and 3C). In particular, the γ4 DAN’s odor-OFF
response to CS+ increased relative to CS- (Figure 3B and 3E), and might represent relief from the odor paired with punishment. The odor-OFF response might thus encode the valence associated with the transition from a conditioned odor to pure air.

The odor-evoked responses and response plasticity of mock-trained animals (odor presentation without ES) were significantly lower than those observed in trained animals (Figure 1G). There was some evidence of plasticity due to the repeated odor presentation. For example, the first presentation of CS+ to the γ4 DAN resulted in a small response that diminished in subsequent cycles. Interestingly, in combination with ES, this response to odor in the first training cycle was much (2-fold) larger and longer lasting (compare Figure 1F and G). This initial excitation was completely abolished by the third cycle in both the control and trained animals. A similar phenomenon was observed for the γ5 DAN, but with an amplitude that increased over training cycles (Figure S4a). One might suppose that the γ4 and γ5 neurons are combinatorially gated by odor and ES, a gating that is subject to plasticity. Our data suggests that DANs that contribute to aversive and reward learning display corresponding valence changes in responses to CS+ and CS- odors. Hereafter, we refer to DANs that displayed training dependent plasticity as plastic DANs (pDANs). In summary, these results demonstrate that MB horizontal lobe DANs display training dependent odor-ON and odor-Off response plasticity in a manner consistent with their behavioral valence, creating a self-reinforcing loop. The existence of the self-reinforcing loop raises the question of whether reward or punishment DANs both play a direct role in decision-making or memory recall by directly signaling with downstream neurons, in addition to releasing reinforcement signal during conditioning.
Figure 1. Aversive olfactory conditioning induces enhanced response to CS+ in punishment DANs and enhanced response to CS- in reward DANs.

(A-B) Example images of CS+ and CS- evoked GCaMP6s fluorescence recorded from PAM-DANs axons in a living fly on two different imaging focal planes. Genotype: R58E02>GAL4; UAS>GCaMP6s. (A): γ3, γ4 and γ5 DANs were imaged on the same focal plane. (B): α1, β2 and β’2 DANs were on the same focal plane. (C-E) Aversive olfactory training induces self-reinforcing changes of odor-evoked activity of DANs. (C-E): in each row, calcium activity of γ3 (n=11), γ4 (n=11) and β’2 (n=9) DANs were imaged during 5-cycle conditioning. The first 3 columns display DANs calcium traces in cycle 1,3,5 (training cycles) and the last column displays DANs calcium trace in test cycle. Dashed line denotes odor onset. Red trace denotes DANs activity during CS+ presentation (CS+ plus shock in training cycles) and green trace denotes DANs activity during CS- presentation. Data are mean [solid line] ± MSE [shaded area] curves. (F-G) Plot of DANs GCaMP6s fluorescence over training cycles. Calcium activity was calculated by averaging the fluorescence over the first 8 seconds after odor onset. Red curved lines denote DAN activity during CS+ presentation and green curved line during CS- presentation. Data are mean ± MSE. One asterisk denotes p<0.05 and two asterisks denotes p<0.01. (Paired t-test) (F): DANs activity in aversive olfactory training. (G): DANs activity in mock-train controls.
3. Recurrent loop neurons (RLNs)

Since we observed that most DANs are activated by odorants (Figure 1) and many display plasticity, we sought similar plastic circuit components that might act upstream and transmit odor inputs to the DANs. We considered neurons with projections into regions that include the DAN’s dendritic fields, such as the Crepine (CRE) and Superiomedial Protocerebrum (SMP) neuropil (Figure 2A). Five lines were identified that conferred GCaMP6s expression in neurons in these regions, and which displayed training-dependent plasticity in their odor-evoked Ca\(^{2+}\) response. From these lines, we identified two neurons, which we refer to as Recurrent Loop Neurons (RLN1, R86D02 and RLN2, R33E06) that evidently act upstream of pDANs to transmit conditioned odor inputs. Both RLN1 and RLN2 are glutamatergic (Figure 2B, 2C, S5A and S5B). With their cell bodies distributed in irregular regions across the brain as shown in diagrams in Figure 2D and 2G, their presynaptic axonal terminals are both located in SMP (Figure 2F and 2I). It is worth to mention that RLN1’s branches are mostly located in lateral regions of SMP (Figure 2E) whereas RLN2’s branches are close to midline (Figure 2H). There are multiple neurons in line R86D02 and separate labeling of these neurons by MCFO [80] is described in Figure S5.

Like the γ4 DANs, neuron RLN1 displayed an odor-evoked calcium response to CS- that was modified over the course of the conditioning protocol (Figure 2J). At the outset of training (cycle 1), the response to CS+ and CS- was equivalent. As training progressed, the response to CS+ decreased dramatically as the response to CS- increased. By the test cycle, the relative responses to CS+ and CS- differed by approximately 2-fold (Figure 2J and 2L). The odor activation of RLN1 notably begins strongly and diminishes over the course of the 30-second odor presentation. Interestingly the pattern of RLN1 odor response and modification over the
course of the conditioning protocol roughly matches the behavior of the $\gamma_4$ and $\beta''2$ DANs (compare Figure 2J and Figure 1D-E). Notably, RLN1 fires as strongly at the cessation of odor stimulation as it does at the onset of odor (Figure 3A). This odor-OFF response also mirrors the activity of reward $\gamma_4$ and $\beta''2p$ DANs (Figure 3). Moreover, the off-response displays plasticity of opposite polarity to the neuron's odor-ON response. RLN1 neurons exhibit stronger odor-OFF response to ending of CS+ paired ES. It is worth to notice that RLN1's strong odor-OFF response to ending of CS+ paired ES is similar to reward DANs as well (Figure 3). The overall similarity between RLN1 and reward DANs activity suggests that RLN1 could be one of the main excitatory inputs for reward DANs, contributing to both plastic odor-ON and odor-OFF response.

In contrast, the neuron RLN2 displayed behavior reminiscent of the $\gamma_3$ DAN. Like the $\gamma_3$ DAN, the RLN2 neuron responded to the combined presentation of ES and CS+, a response that slightly increased in amplitude over the training cycles (Figure 2K). Moreover, the response to CS- slightly decreased over the course of the training cycles. By the odor test presentation, RLN2 was activated by CS+ and inhibited by CS- (Figure 2K and 2L). This behavior is roughly similar to that of the $\gamma_3$ DAN, though different in some significant respects. The amplitude of the RLN2 response to CS+ and ES is considerably less than that for the $\gamma_3$ DAN. Electric shock excites $\gamma_3$ DAN to a high peak of activity whereas the excitation of RLN2 is more persistent with weak peaks of activity caused by ES. Besides, the difference in response to CS- relative to CS+ at the test cycle was considerably greater for RLN2 than for the $\gamma_3$ DAN. These data reveal that RLN1 and RLN2 respond to odor and ES stimulation and display plasticity reminiscent of DANs that respond with opposing valences to conditioning. Since RLN1 and RLN2 project axons into SMP close to the dendrites of DANs, it appears that they participate in
a feedback loop that connects odor input and aversive conditioning to the modified activity of reward and punishment DANs, respectively. Therefore, we went on to investigate the connectivity between RLNs and DANs.

In summary, RLN1 encodes the positive and attraction valence of CS- since RLN1 response to CS- becomes stronger after conditioning. Therefore, we define RLN1 as an attraction neuron. Likewise RLN2 encodes the negative and repulsion valence of CS+ since its response to CS+ becomes stronger. We define RLN2 as a repulsion neuron. We'll see the importance of the definition in the paragraphs below.
Figure 2. Aversive olfactory conditioning induces changes in odor-evoked responses in recurrent loop neurons (RLNs).

(A) Schematic of Superior medial protocerebrum (SMP) and Crepine (CRE) regions close to mushroom body lobes. (B-C) Immunoreactivity of RLNs axon terminals. Single optical focal planes; axon terminals are shown in green and antibody staining in magenta. Axon terminals of both RLN1 (R86D02) and RLN2 (R33E06) were labeled with anti Drosophila vesicular glutamate transporter (anti-dVGlut) antibody (arrows), indicating they are both glutamatergic. (D, G) Schematic of RLN1 and RLN2 neurons in proximity to MB lobes. (E, H) Distribution of myristoylate::GFP (green) in RLN neurons driven by R86D02 (RLN1) and R33E06 (RLN2). Neuropils were labeled with an antibody to bruchpilot (nc82). Mushroom body (MB) lobes were outlined in dashed lines. From left to right are shown RLNs branches from shallow to deeper areas in SMP and CRE regions, surrounding but not inside MB lobes. (F, I) Distribution of synaptotagmin::GFP (green) in RLN neurons driven by R86D02 (RLN1) and R33E06 (RLN2). MB lobes were outlined in dashed lines. Axon terminals of both RLNs are located in SMP outside MB lobes. (J-K) Aversive olfactory training induces changes of odor-evoked activity of RLNs. Left: Example images of CS+ and CS- evoked GCaMP6s fluorescence recorded from RLN1 and RLN2 axons in a living fly; right: calcium traces of RLN1 (R86D02, n=10) and RLN2 (R33E06, n=9) in cycle 1,2,3,5 and test cycle in aversive olfactory training. Red trace denotes response to CS+ presentation (CS+ plus shock in training cycles) and green trace to CS- presentation. Data are mean [solid line] ± MSE [shaded area] curves. Dashed line denotes odor onset. (L-M) Plot of RLNs GCaMP6s fluorescence over training cycles. Calcium activity was calculated by averaging the fluorescence over the first 8 seconds after odor onset. Red curved lines denote activity during CS+ presentation and green curved line during CS- presentation. Data are mean ± MSE. One asterisk denotes p<0.05 and two asterisks denotes
p<0.01. (Paired t-test) (L): RNs activity in aversive olfactory training. (M): RNs activity in mock-train controls.
Figure 3. RLN1 and reward DANs display strong odor-OFF response

(A-C) Attraction neuron RLN1 and reward DANs respond to cessation of odor stimulation during aversive olfactory conditioning. In each row, calcium activity of RLN1 (n=10), γ4 (n=11) and β’2 (n=9) DANs were imaged during 5-cycle conditioning. Calcium traces in cycle 1,3,5 (training cycles) are displayed in the first three columns and the calcium trace in test cycle displayed in test cycle. Red trace denotes activity during CS+ presentation (CS+ plus shock in training cycles) and green trace denotes activity during CS- presentation. Data are mean [solid line] ± MSE [shaded area] curves. Dashed line in each panel denotes odor cessation point after 60s long odor presentation; time point 0 represents odor cessation time point (60s after odor onset). (D-F) Plot of GCaMP6s fluorescence in response to odor cessation over training cycles. Calcium activity was calculated by averaging the fluorescence over the first 8 seconds after odor cessation. Red curved lines denote activity during CS+ presentation (CS+ plus shock in training cycles) and green curved line during CS- presentation. Data are mean ± MSE. One asterisk denotes p<0.05 and two asterisks denotes p<0.01. (Paired t-test) For each row, column on the left shows data in aversive olfactory training and column on the right shows mock-train controls.
4. RLNs relay valence of conditioned stimuli to Mushroom body Dopamine Neurons

Given the convergent localizations of MBON, pDAN and RLN axons and dendrites, we sought to determine to what extent these reflected close membranous associations that are typical of synapses. We used GFP Reconstitution Across Synaptic Partners (GRASP) approach [81], in which two complementary GFP fragments becomes a functional fully fluorescent protein when presented in close proximity at synapses between pre- and post-synaptic partners. The possible interactions between RLNs and DANs was explored by expressing Split-GFP11 in RLN1 (with R86D06-lexA) or RLN2 (with R33E06-lexA) and complementary splitGFP1-10 in a set of horizontal lobe MBONs (γ3, γ4 or β’2) using split-GAL4 lines [65] to achieve high selectivity in MBON expression. In Figure 5, nc82 staining is presented in red, reconstituted GFP in green, and spGFP1-10 staining in blue. Since spGFP1-10 is expressed in MBONs, neuronal fibers of MBONs are shown in blue. Z-projection was performed on green and blue channels so that all GFP punctae in one image stack are clumped into a single slice to allow for a rough estimate of the amount and strength of punctae. As we can see in Figure 4, while there is only a low level of connection between RLN1 and γ3 (Figure 4A), RLN2 makes strong connections with γ3 DANs (Figure 4D). On the other hand, RLN2 makes more extensive connections with β’2 DAN (Figure 4C) whereas RLN1 only makes a few contacts with it (Figure 4F). Since attraction neuron RLN1 encodes the valence of CS- and repulsion neuron RLN2 encodes the valence of CS+, it suggests that punishment DANs likely receive input from avoidance neuron and reward DANs likely receive input from attraction neurons. In this scenario, reward DANs should display stronger response to CS- because of connection to attraction neuron RLN1 and the same goes with punishment DANs and repulsion neuron RLN2. Notably, careful examination shows that connections made by RLN1 and RLN2 are
located in separate regions. RLN1’s connections tend to be in lateral regions of SMP whereas RLN2’s connections tend to be close to brain midline, reflecting RLNs’ branch locations in SMP.

In order to verify the existence of feedback loop, we sought to map out the functional connectivity between DANs and RLNs. In order to activate specific group of neurons, we used optogenetics approach by expressing CsChrimson in RLNs. CsChrimson was expressed selectively in RLNs by split GAL4 drivers for activation by 633nm red light when GCaMP6s was expressed in horizontal-lobe DANs by R58E02-lexA for recording. We recorded activity in γ3, γ4, γ5 and β’2 DANs. GAL4 lines R86D02 and R33E06 were used to stimulate RLN1 and RLN2 respectively. As shown in Figure 4, attraction neuron RLN1 strongly activated reward γ4 and β’2 DAN (Figure 4B and C) but only slightly activated punishment DAN γ3 (Figure 4A). On the opposite, repulsion neuron RLN2 inhibited punishment γ4 and β’2 DANs (Figure 4F) and activated punishment DAN γ3 (Figure 4D). It indicates that reward DANs receives not only excitatory input from attraction neurons but also inhibitory input from repulsion neurons and the opposite goes with punishment DANs.

5. A Tripartite Feedback Circuit of MBONs, RLNs and pDANs

A prominent class of neurons exhibiting plasticity in our screen was the previously identified MBONs. These included the γ1 MBON and γ5β’2 MBON, which previously were shown to display conditioned plasticity [71, 82]. In addition, we found the horizontal-lobe MBONs γ2α’1, γ3 and γ4->γ1γ2 displayed conditioned plasticity (Figure 5). Given that MBONs are the principal output of odor representations in the MB, we explored their relationship to RLN and DAN odor responses and conditioned plasticity.
**Figure 4. Dopamine neurons (DANs) receive feedback input from RLNs.**

In each panel, on the left is anatomical connectivity examined by GFP Reconstitution Across Synaptic Partners (GRASP). MB lobes were outlined in dashed lines; nc82 is in red, DANs in blue and GFP in green (arrows). All GFP punctae in an entire image stack was projected onto one plane. On the right is functional connectivity examined by artificial activation of RLNs. CsChrimson was expressed in RLNs by GAL4 lines and GCaMP6s was expressed in DANs by R58E02>lexA. DANs activity was recorded while \( \sim 10 \mu w/mm^2 \). Red dashed line denotes \( \sim 80 \text{ms} \) light stimulations and 3 light pulses were delivered with an interval of 2sec for a total of 5.5 seconds. (A-C): Connectivity between RLN1 and \( \gamma 3 \) (mb441b), \( \gamma 4 \) (mb316b) and \( \beta^{'2} \) (mb056b) DANs. (D-F): Connectivity between RLN2 and DANs.
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MBONs displayed various conditioning-related dynamic changes in Ca²⁺ reporter fluorescence in response to odor exposure. Most significantly, these included responses of opposing valences to the CS+ and CS- odors during and after conditioning. For nearly all MBONs, the response to odorants decreased to a certain extent over the course of repetitive training cycles (Figure 5E, F, G and H), which might reflect mere habituation to repeated odor presentations. However, the γ2α’1 and γ3 MBONs retained a much greater response to the CS- odor as compared to CS+ odor (Figure 5A and 5B). In contrast, for γ4->γ1γ2 and γ5β’2 MBONs, the response to CS+ remained stronger than to the CS- odor during conditioning and the test cycle (Figure 5C and 5D). As a general rule, dopamine release inhibits conditioned odor response. Moreover, training-induced change in the response to CS+ and CS- takes place as early as the first training cycle for nearly all MBONs investigated. For instance, the differential response of MBON- γ2α’1 becomes significant just 12 minutes at the second cycle of conditioning (Figure 5A). Based on these data, we define MBONs as mediating attraction or repulsion in a manner analogous to RLNs; on the basis of conditioned odor valence (see Discussion).

We further used GRASP to investigate connections between MBONs and RLNs. Similar to the setup discussed earlier, lexA line were used to drive expression of split-GFP11 in RLNs and split-GAL4 lines to drive expression of split-GFP1-10 in MBONs. From Figure 5I and 5J, we can see that RLN1 make strong connections with β’2 (mb011b) and γ2α’1 (mb077b) MBONs, and RLN2 make strong connections with β’2 MBONs. Connections between RLNs and γ3 and γ4 MBONs were also tested but little GFP signal was observed. Both RLN1 and RLN2 receive input from MBONs [66]. Furthermore, RLN1’s connection with β’2 and γ2α’1 MBONs could potentially explain its stronger response to CS-. β’2 and γ2α’1 MBONs are glutamatergic and
cholinergic respectively. Glutamate can be inhibitory neurotransmitter and acetylchoine is excitatory. With $\beta''2$ MBON displaying weaker response to CS- (Figure 5D) and $\gamma2\alpha'1$ MBONs displaying stronger response to CS+ (Figure 5A), RLN1 will display stronger response to CS-.

Although RLN2 also makes connections with $\beta''2$ MBONs, glutamate could be excitatory on RLN2, depending on its glutamate receptor.

We also mapped functional connections between MBONs and DANs. Split-GAL4 lines mb011b, mb-$\gamma4$ and mb077b were used to drive CsChrimson in order to stimulate $\gamma5\beta''2$ MBONs, $\gamma4$ MBONs and $\gamma2\alpha'1$ MBONs respectively. As shown in Figure 6, attraction neuron $\gamma2\alpha'1$ MBONs activate both reward $\gamma4$ DANs and $\beta''2$ DANs (Figure 6E), whereas repulsion neurons $\gamma4$ and $\gamma5\beta''2$ MBONs inhibit $\gamma4$ DANs and $\beta''2$ DANs (Figure 6B and D). Similar to pathways from RLNs to DANs, those reward DANs receives excitatory input from attraction MBONs and inhibitory input from avoidance MBONs. Punishment $\gamma3$ DANs are also activated by $\gamma5\beta''2$ MBONs (Figure 6C) and $\gamma4$ MBONs (Figure 6A). Although $\gamma2\alpha'1$ MBONs are attraction neurons, they slightly activate $\gamma3$ DANs as well (Figure 6E). Possible direct connection between DANs and MBONs were also explored by GRASP in Figure 6. Compared to few punctae between $\gamma4$ MBONs and $\gamma3$ DANs and $\beta''2$ DANs (Figure 6A and B), there are more stronger punctae between $\gamma5\beta''2$ MBONs and $\gamma3$ DANs and $\beta''2$ DANs (Figure 6C and D), suggesting direct connection. In summary, we propose a tripartite feedback circuit model with cross-over connectivity as shown in Figure 6F. Reward DANs receive excitatory input from attraction MBONs or RLNrs while punishment DANs receive excitatory input from repulsion MBONs or RLNrs. At the same time, reward DANs also receive inhibitory input from repulsion MBONs or RLNrs and the same could be true with punishment DANs. This circuit mediates experience-dependent modification of odor-evoked response of DANs. Dopamine
release in response to conditioned odors, as a result, further modifies odor-evoked response of MBONs.

6. Silencing RLNs affects pDAN plasticity

In order to investigate whether RLNs and MBONs indeed contribute to DANs’ conditioned odor response, we used shi² to inhibit the synaptic output of RLNs while imaging the activity of DANs during 5-cycle aversive olfactory conditioning. In comparison to controls, inactivating RLN1 substantially inhibits γ4 DANs’ odor-ON response evoked by CS- especially during cycle 2 to cycle 4 (Figure 7B, D and F), while leaving γ4 DANs’ odor-ON response to CS+ intact. With RLN1 output blocked, γ4 DANs’ response to CS+ was inhibited starting at cycle 2 (Figure 7E). Notably, inactivating RLN1 doesn’t affect γ4 DANs’ response to either CS+ or CS- during cycle 1. This could be due to other neurons contributing to γ4 DANs’ activities during the initial phase of conditioning. Blocking output from RLN2 has no effect on γ4 DANs’ conditioned response to odors whereas blocking RLN2 impairs γ3 DANs response to CS+ during test cycle (Figure 7E). It suggests that RLN2 contributes considerably to γ3 DANs conditioned response to punitive CS+. However, blocking RLN2 output doesn’t impair γ3 DANs response to electric shocks, suggesting that it doesn’t play a major role in ES triggered response of γ3 DANs. It is likely that somatosensory system for electric shock sensation is the major pathway for γ3 DANs’ response to ES. Although both RLN1 and reward DANs display stronger odor-OFF response to CS+, blocking RLN1 doesn’t impair γ4 DANs’ odor-OFF response to CS+ (Figure 7G).
Figure 5. Mushroom body output neurons (MBONs) are part of dopamine recurrent loop circuits.

(A-D) Aversive olfactory conditioning induces changes in odor-evoked responses in MBONs. Schematic of each MBON is on the left. From top to bottom, in each row, calcium activity of $\gamma 2\alpha'1$ (n=11), $\gamma 3$ (n=7), $\gamma 4$ (n=12) and $\beta'2$ (n=8) MBONs were imaged during 5-cycle conditioning. Calcium traces in cycle 1,3,5 (training cycles) are displayed in the first three columns and the calcium trace in test cycle displayed in the last column. Red trace denotes activity during CS+ presentation (CS+ plus shock in training cycles) and green trace denotes activity during CS- presentation. Data are mean [solid line] ± MSE [shaded area] curves. Dashed line denotes odor onset. (E-H) On the left are plots of DANs GCaMP6s fluorescence over training cycles. On the right are example pseudo-color images of CS+ and CS- evoked GCaMP6s fluorescence in each MBON type on a single optical plane. Calcium activity in plots was calculated by averaging the fluorescence over the first 8 seconds after odor onset. Data are mean ± MSE. One asterisk denotes p<0.05 and two asterisks denotes p<0.01. (Paired t-test) (I-J) Anatomical connectivity between MBONs and RLNs examined by GRASP. MB lobes were outlined in dashed lines; nc82 is in red, DANs in blue and GFP in green (arrows). All GFP punctae in an entire image stack was projected onto one plane. (I): Connectivity between RLN1 and $\beta'2$(mb011b) and $\gamma 2\alpha'1$(mb077b) MBONs. (J): Connectivity between RLN2 and MBONs. (K) MBONs respond to odor cessation during aversive olfactory training.
**Figure 6. Dopamine neurons (DANs) receive feedback input from RLNs.**

In each panel, on the left is anatomical connectivity examined by GFP Reconstitution Across Synaptic Partners (GRASP). MB lobes were outlined in dashed lines; nc82 is in red, DANs in blue and GFP in green (arrows). All GFP punctae in an entire image stack was projected onto one plane. On the right is functional connectivity examined by artificial activation of RLNs. dTrpA1 was expressed in RLNs by GAL4 lines and GCaMP6s was expressed in DANs by R58E02>lexA. CsChrimson was expressed in RLNs by GAL4 lines and GCaMP6s was expressed in DANs by R58E02>lexA. DANs activity was recorded while ~10μw/mm². Red dashed line denotes ~80ms light stimulations and 3 light pulses were delivered with an interval of 2sec for a total of 5.5 seconds. (A-B): Connectivity between γ4 MBONs and γ3 (mb441b) and β’2(mb056b) DANs. (C-D): Connectivity between β’2 MBONs and DANs. (E): Connectivity between γ2 MBONs and DANs. (F): Working model of tripartite feedback network.
Figure 7. Blocking output of RLNs impairs conditioned DAN response to odors.

(A-D) Activity of γ3 and γ4 DANs during 5-cycle aversive conditioning with RLN1 (n=19) or RLN2 (n=11) output blocked. In each panel, the first 3 columns display DANs calcium traces in cycle 1,3,5 (training cycles) and the last column displays DANs calcium trace in test cycle. Dashed line denotes odor onset. Red trace denotes DANs activity during CS+ presentation (CS+ plus shock in training cycles) and green trace denotes DANs activity during CS-presentation. Data are mean [solid line] ± MSE [shaded area] curves. (A-B): Activity of γ3 and γ4 DANs with RLN1 blocked. (C-D): Activity of γ3 and γ4 DANs with RLN2 blocked. (E-G) Plot of DANs GCaMP6s fluorescence over training cycles. Calcium activity was calculated by averaging the fluorescence over the first 8 seconds after odor onset. Green curved lines denote DAN activity with RLN1 blocked; green curved line denotes RLN2; black curved line denotes control. Data are mean ± MSE. One asterisk denotes p<0.05 and two asterisks denotes p<0.01. (E): DANs’ odor-ON response to CS+. (F): DANs’ odor-ON response to CS-. (G): DANs’ odor-OFF response to CS+. 
**Discussion**

By training-under-microscope approach, we investigated how DANs participate in aversive olfactory memory. DANs innervating *Drosophila* mushroom body lobes can be divided into two groups of opposite valence. Positive reward DANs respond to primary reward stimulation, such as sugar, whereas negative punishment DANs respond to punitive stimuli, such as electric shocks. As expected, we found that aversive DANs respond to electric shock punishment. More importantly, we also found that aversive DANs display conditioned response to conditioned stimuli after multiple cycles of conditioning. Aversive DANs show stronger response to CS+ than CS-, which means that negative conditioned valence of CS+ is encoded by aversive DANs. Unexpectedly, we found that reward DANs also directly participate in aversive olfactory conditioning. Reward DANs fire strongly to CS- stimulation, likely due to presence of electric shocks. Moreover, reward DANs also display conditioned response to CS. Contrary to punishment DANs, reward DANs show stronger response to CS-, instead of CS+. It means that positive conditioned valence of CS- is encoded by reward DANs. Our data reveal that the negative and positive valence of CS+ and CS- are represented by punishment and reward DANs respectively.

In order to understand what neurons DANs receive input from and how the input contributes to DANs encoding the valence of CS+/CS-, we conducted a small-scale screening to identify upstream neurons that might regulate DANs by using training-under-microscope method. The conventional way of screening for novel neurons is through inspection of behavior defects caused by *Shi*silencing neurons of interest. However, this approach is restricted by lack of clean GAL4 lines with specific neuron expression. It is difficult to determine which neurons are responsible for the behavior defect if multiple groups of neurons are present in the GAL4
line. Calcium imaging may help us circumvent the problem since imaging enables us to focus on a small and specific group of neurons of interest. Through this method, we identified two groups of neurons of opposite valence, which we refer to as recurrent loop neurons (RLNs). One group of neurons of positive valence encodes the positive valence of CS- whereas other group of neurons of negative valence encodes the negative valence of CS+. We also found that RLNs of positive valence activate reward DANs and RLNs of negative valence activate punishment DANs. It is the first time that neurons were identified downstream of mushroom body output neurons. Moreover, those neuron downstream of MBONs feedback onto DANs, suggesting that there could be an unexpected complicated unstructured processing center further downstream in olfactory pathway that could be critical for memory formation.
Chapter Three

*Drosophila* aversive olfactory memory is binary of attraction and repulsion memory
Introduction

In canonical aversive olfactory conditioning paradigm, two odorants are used as CS+ and CS-. CS+ stimulation is paired with electric shock punishment whereas CS- is not paired with any unconditioned stimuli (US). Afterwards, flies are forced to choose between CS+ and CS- in a T-maze for memory score measurement. The initial design of using CS+ and CS- originates from the concern that flies may have variable innate preference for CS+ and CS-. To eliminate innate preference bias, researchers perform two reciprocal training with two odorants. In the first experiment, odor 1 is used as CS+ and odor 2 is used as CS-. In the reciprocal experiment, odor 2 is used as CS+ and odor 1 is used CS+. It enables us to obtain a memory score without innate odor preference bias. Despite concern about innate preference, it was never asked whether CS- also contributes to memory formation and even whether CS- is actually encoded as part of aversive olfactory memory. However, our calcium imaging data reveal that reward DANs respond to CS- but not to CS+, suggesting that CS- could be encoded as part of memory due to paring with dopamine activation. Therefore, we went on to investigate the roles CS- plays in aversive olfactory memory. In order to measure the half score contributed by CS- or CS+ alone instead of the combined score, we can no longer let flies choose between CS+ and CS-. Instead, we should force flies to choose between CS and a third odor. Out of concern of innate preference as well, a parallel mock-train experiment was conducted to measure a reference or baseline score. By subtracting reference score from half score, we calculated unbiased score with innate preference eliminated. By this approach, we were able to determine the contribution of CS- to memory and we demonstrated that memory is indeed composed of repulsion memory of CS+ and attraction memory of CS-. Aversive olfactory
memory features multiple phases and memory decays with time. We also showed that attraction memory of CS- stays relatively stable over time.

Moreover, studies from the past decades are based on the assumption that only CS+ is conditioned as aversive. Now that we’ve demonstrated that memory is binary consisting of attraction and repulsion, we investigated whether MBONs and RLNs encode attraction and repulsion memory in different ways. It turns out RLNs are responsible for the memory type of corresponding valence whereas MBONs are responsible for memory of both valence likely due to the cross-over in feedback connectivity with DANs. In all, we demonstrated that aversive olfactory memory could be decomposed into attraction and repulsion memory.

Results

1. Aversive olfactory memory is binary consisting of attraction and repulsion

As shown in Figure 1, reward DANs respond strongly to CS- during aversive training than odor controls. Moreover, attraction MBONs only show reduced responses to CS+ but maintain response to CS- while avoidance MBONs display reduced response to CS- (Figure 5). People used to hold the opinion that, in aversive training, only CS+ is conditioned as repulsive whereas CS- is perceived as neutral or irrelevant. Our data suggests CS- could directly be conditioned as attractive, induced by released dopamine of reward DANs. To figure out the role of CS- in memory, we modified classical aversive olfactory training paradigms. In contrary to the standard memory test between CS+ and CS- (Figure 8A), I let flies choose either between CS- and blank pure air, or between CS- and an un-experienced odor, Benzaldehyde (Ben). Due to innate aversion to odors and variation in odor preference across different batches and genotypes, mock-trained flies of the same batch with exposure only to
odors but no electric shocks, were used as reference (Figure 8B). As shown in Figure 8F, after 5 cycles of spaced aversive olfactory training, flies chose CS- more than blank air compared to reference flies. The PI score is significantly larger than zero, which indicates that flies indeed learn to prefer CS- after conditioning. To test the odor specificity of attraction to CS-, flies were also tested between CS- and Ben, a newly experienced odorant. It turns out that flies also learn to walk into CS- after 5 cycles of spaced training (Figure 8D and E). Preference to CS- doesn’t originate from memory over-generalization since training with CS+ alone doesn’t generate the preference. (Figure 8G)

Next we wonder to what extent repulsion to CS+ and attraction to CS- contribute to full memory score. Similarly, we measured repulsion to CS+ by allowing flies to choose between CS+ and a third odor, Ben. We first decomposed 1-cycle short-term memory (STM). As shown in Figure 8H, it turns out standard 1-cycle STM score (~0.75) is made of repulsion score of ~0.6 and attraction score of ~0.15. Next, we focused on memory measured at gradually increasing time points after 5-cycle spaced training, the paradigm we used for calcium imaging. As shown in Figure 8I, at 30min after spaced training, full memory score reaches a saturating level of ~0.9 while repulsion score is ~0.8 and attraction score is ~0.35. At 3hrs after spaced training, full memory score drops to ~0.65 while repulsion score drops to ~0.4 and attraction score remains around 0.35 (Figure 8J). It appears that attraction memory is more stable than repulsion memory. Interestingly, at 24hrs after spaced training, with full memory score of ~0.35, repulsion score is ~0.2 and attraction score is ~0.2 (Figure 8K), indicating that attraction to CS- could even contribute to protein-synthesis dependent LTM.

Interestingly, massed-trained flies fail to learn to prefer CS- after aversive conditioning. (Figure S6) Detailed analysis shows that the choice between Ben and CS- depends on initial
naïve preference. (Figure S6A and C) If flies dislike CS- more than Ben in mock-trained controls, aversion to CS- will be suppressed after massed training, leading to preference to CS- (Figure S6B). If flies prefer CS- to Ben in the beginning, attraction to CS- will be suppressed, leading to aversion to CS- (Figure S6A). After massed training, flies seem to become indifferent between Ben and CS-. In order to understand the difference between massed and spaced training in terms of attraction to CS-, we also characterized the responses of DANs during massed training. (Figure S6E). It turns out that during massed training, response to CS- of reward γ4 DANs, is weaker than spaced training, especially during the last 2 cycles (Figure S6E). In addition, after massed training, aversive γ3 DAN’s response to CS- is stronger than spaced training. These two factors could contribute to reduced attraction to CS- and increased aversion to CS-, eventually leading to flies’ indifference between Ben and CS- after massed training.

2. Disruption of the Feedback Circuit causes defects in attraction or repulsion memory

In order to understand how MBONs contribute to attraction and repulsion memory, we first performed a series of aversive olfactory conditioning assays with potassium channel Kir2.1 instead of shiist out of the concern of incomplete inactivation by shiist. We focused on γ1, γ2α’1, γ4 and β’2 MBONs. We first examined those MBONs’ contribution to attraction and repulsion memory for 1-cycle STM. As shown in Figure 9A and B, silencing γ1 and γ2α’1 MBONs causes defects in repulsion memory but not in attraction memory since γ1 and γ2 DANs are punishment DANs. Silencing γ4 MBONs causes defects in attraction memory but not in repulsion memory since γ4 DANs are rewarding. Interestingly, β’2 MBONs are required for both repulsion and attraction memory.
Next, we investigated MBONs’ functions in 3hrs memory after 5-cycle spaced training. Similar to 1-cycle STM, silencing γ1 only impairs repulsion memory (Figure 9C and D). Nevertheless, silencing γ2α’1 and γ4 MBONs impairs both attraction and repulsion memory (Figure 9C and D). γ4 MBONs’ requirement for repulsion memory is likely the consequence of inhibition of reward γ4 DANs during CS+ presentation. Indeed, pairing reward DANs inhibition with odors creates repulsion memory (data not shown). Although γ2 and α’1 DANs mediate punishment, γ2α’1 MBONs’ requirement could result from the fact that γ2α’1 MBONs activate reward DANs (Figure 6E). It appears that in certain MBONs, attraction and repulsion memories are written inseparably.

We continued to investigate DANs and RLNs’ roles in memory. Since pDANs are self-reinforcing, we ask whether pDANs are required for decision-making after training. Shi†† was first used to block PAM-DANs output by R58E02 during test. As shown in Figure 8E and F, silencing PAM DANs during test impairs both attraction and repulsion memory. It indicates that pDANs not only release dopamine as reinforcement signal during conditioning but also facilitates memory recall during decision-making, likely due to its self-reinforcing property. Likewise, we silence RLN1 and RLN2 by shi††. It turns out RLN1 is only required for attraction memory recall but not repulsion memory (Figure 9E and F). Conversely, RLN2 is only required for repulsion memory recall but not attraction memory. It appears that unlike MBONs, RLN1 and RLN2 are in charge of attraction and repulsion memories respectively. Last but not the least, we ask whether RLNs are required during training since they already display training dependent plasticity at the 2nd training cycle. As shown in Figure 9G and H, flies with RLN1 silenced during training display defects in attraction memory but not repulsion memory. Silencing RLN2 during training only impairs repulsion memory. However, silencing
PAM-DANs during training impairs both attraction and repulsion memory, indicating PAM-DANs are required for both attraction and repulsion memory. This is consistent with the defects caused by silencing γ4 and β’2 MBONs.

3. Electric shocks directly potentiates odor-evoked response of reward DANs

In previous studies, it has been shown that flies can associate ‘relief’ from punitive stimuli, such as ES, with odors. This was referred to as relief learning or backward conditioning [83]. However, as discussed earlier in Figure S2, although reward DANs rebound immediately after electric shock stops, the strength of the rebound might be too weak to condition odors, especially if we compare it with the response to odors (compare Figure S2 and Figure 1). Indeed, even in backward conditioning, it is the potentiated odor-evoked response of reward DANs that provides the rewarding reinforcement signal. First, we conducted backward conditioning while imaging reward DANs including γ3, γ4 and γ5 DANs. Odor was given 3 seconds after ES delivery stopped. As shown in Figure 10, in backward conditioning, odor-evoked response of γ4 to the first odor immediately after ES is significantly higher than mock-trained controls (Figure 10C). Response to the first odor is even higher than the response to CS- in spaced training (compare Figure 10C and Figure 1F). Behaviorally, in 5-cycle single-odor relief learning, flies are also attracted to the associated odor if they are let choose between CS- and Ben after conditioning (Figure 10). Therefore, in backward or relief conditioning, the mere ending of shock pulse itself doesn’t provide the pain relief. Rather, sensation of ES potentiates recurrent loop mediated odor-evoked response that provides the reinforcement signal for pain-relief learning. This also explains why γ4 DANs’ response to CS+ during the first training cycle is abnormally higher. It is likely that the sensation of electric
shock directly modifies the brain state of fruit fly’s dopamine pathways such that any conditioned stimulus given after the shocks would trigger a stronger response of reward DANs.

**Discussion**

In most studies, CS- tends to be treated as a reference or neutral stimulus. Here by using *Drosophila* olfactory memory, we show that CS- actively participates in memory formation. Sensation of electric shocks during conditioning potentiates reward DANs' response to both CS+/CS-. Due to CS+ pairing with electric shock punishment, reward DNAs response to CS+ is suppressed while its response to CS- is maintained. As a result, CS- is paired with reward DANs' activation which induces attraction memory to CS-. Furthermore, we demonstrate that a significant portion of aversive memory can be attributed to CS- attraction memory and this attraction memory component stays more stable than CS+ repulsion memory. By silencing select group of neurons, we dissect the roles DANs, RLNs and MBONs play in both attraction and repulsion memory. RLNs are required for either attraction or repulsion memory whereas MBONs are required for both attraction and repulsion memory likely due to cross-over in dopamine neuron feedback connectivity.
Figure 8 Aversive olfactory memory is bipartite consisting of repulsion and attraction

(A) Schematic of classical aversive olfactory training. CS+ and CS- can be either OCT or MCH.

(B) Schematic of modified aversive olfactory training. Standard training and mock-training were performed on flies from the same batch. Flies are then tested between CS- and a third stimulus, such as Benzaldehyde or pure air. Performance index is calculated by subtracting mock-trained PI score from trained PI score. (C) Decay rate of 5-cycle spaced memory differs for attraction and repulsion memory. (D-G) Aversive olfactory training induces attraction to CS-. In each panel, on the top is diagram of 5x spaced training and test. On the bottom is performance index (PI) for trained and mock-trained flies. Three asterisks denotes p<0.001. 

(Paired t-test) (D): Training induces attraction to OCT as CS- with Ben as reference. (n=15) (E): Training induces attraction to MCH as CS- with Ben as reference. (n=12) (F): Training induces attraction to CS- with pure air as reference. PI scores were averaged over MCH and OCT. (G): Pairing flies with CS+ in the absence of CS- doesn’t induce attraction to CS-. (H-K) Phases of attraction, repulsion and full memories. Data are mean ± MSE; n>8 for every memory type and phase. (H): Memories at 10min after 1-cycle training. (I-K): Memories at 30min, 3hrs, 24hrs after 5-cycle training.
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Figure 9 Blocking output from MBONs or RLNs impairs repulsion or attraction memory

(A-B, C-D) Silencing MBONs by Kir2.1 causes defects in repulsion or attraction memory. γ1, γ2α’, γ4 and β’2 MBONs were silenced by driving Kir2.1 by split-GAL4 lines: mb112c, mb077b, γ4 and mb011b. (A): Silencing γ1, γ2α’1 or β’2 MBONs impairs 10min repulsion memory but silencing γ4 MBONs doesn’t cause any defect. (Kruskal-Wallis, n>8 for each genotype, p(mb112c)<0.001; p(mb077b)<0.01; p(γ4)>0.2; p(mb011b)<0.01) (B): Silencing γ4 or β’2 MBONs impairs 10min attraction memory but silencing γ1 or γ2α’1 MBONs doesn’t cause any defect. (Kruskal-Wallis, n>8 for each genotype, p(mb112c)>0.2; p(mb077b)>0.2; p(γ4)<0.05; p(mb011b)<0.01) (C): Silencing γ1, γ2α’1 γ4 or β’2 MBONs, all the MBONs examined, impairs 3hrs repulsion memory after 5-cycle spaced training. (Kruskal-Wallis, n>8 for each genotype, p(mb112c)<0.01; p(mb077b)<0.01; p(γ4)<0.05; p(mb011b)<0.01) (D): Silencing γ2α’1, γ4 or β’2 MBONs, except γ1 MBONs, impairs 3hrs attraction memory after 5-cycle spaced training. (Kruskal-Wallis, n>8 for each genotype, p(mb112c)>0.2; p(mb077b)<0.01; p(γ4)<0.05; p(mb011b)<0.01) (E-F, G-H) Blocking output from RLNs or DANs by shi’s causes defect in repulsion or attraction memory. (E): Blocking output from R58E02 (PAM-DANs) or R33G12 (RLN2) neurons after 5-cycle spaced training impairs 30min repulsion memory. Blocking output from R86D02 (RLN1) neurons doesn’t cause the defect. (Kruskal-Wallis, n>10 for each genotype, p(R58E02)<0.01; p(R86D02)>0.2; p(R33G12)<0.05) (F): Blocking output from R58E02 (PAM-DANs) or R86D02 (RLN1) neurons after 5-cycle spaced training impairs 30min attraction memory. Blocking output from R33G12 (RLN2) neurons doesn’t cause the defect. (Kruskal-Wallis, n>10 for each genotype, p(R58E02)<0.05; p(R86D02)<0.05; p(R33G12)>0.2) (G): Blocking output from R58E02 (PAM-DANs) or R33G12 (RLN2) neurons during 5-cycle spaced training impairs 3hrs repulsion memory. Blocking output from R86D02 (RLN1) neurons doesn’t cause the defect. 3hrs memory was chosen to allow for full neuron function recovery after shi’s inactivation for 1.5 hrs. (Kruskal-Wallis, n>10 for each genotype, p(R58E02)<0.01; p(R86D02)<0.2; p(R33G12) <0.01) (H): Blocking output from R58E02 (PAM-DANs) or R86D02 (RLN1) neurons during 5-cycle spaced training impairs 3hrs attraction memory. Blocking output from R33G12 (RLN2) neurons doesn’t cause the defect. (Kruskal-Wallis, n>10 for each genotype, p(R58E02)<0.01; p(R86D02)<0.01; p(R33G12)>0.2)
Chapter Four

DANs don’t encode negative prediction errors in *Drosophila*
Introduction

It is well documented that mammalian reward dopamine neurons encode prediction errors. The prominent feature of dopamine error is suppression of dopamine neuron activity in response to omission of primary reward supposed to be given after reward predicting conditioned stimuli. Now that we found dopamine neurons encode the valence of CS+/CS-, we ask whether dopamine neurons fruit fly encode negative prediction errors in aversive olfactory conditioning. It turns out that DANs investigated fail to respond to omission of electric shocks presented after CS+.

Results

1. DANs don’t encode negative prediction error in Drosophila

Prediction error model has been popular since late 90s thanks to studies on monkeys and mice. One of the key characteristics of prediction error is that neurons are able to respond to omission of US-associated CS. For example, dopamine neurons in VTA fires strongly to omission of reward predicting cues. Since we identified a lot of plastic DANs, we ask whether those neurons respond to omission of electric shocks. However, in experiments performed on mice/monkeys, CS is usually after cessation of US whereas in classical olfactory conditioning on flies, electric shocks are usually simultaneously delivered when odor is being presented. Therefore, in order to figure out the existence of prediction errors in fruit flies, we modified classical olfactory training paradigm (Figure 11). In this paradigm, we presented 15 seconds of CS+ and CS- in each cycle. 5 electric shock pulses were given 10sec after CS+ was presented to serve as punishment. We refer to this paradigm as delayed-shock paradigm.
In this new paradigm, we first demonstrated that behaviorally, animals successfully associate punishment with CS+. Then I further performed calcium imaging to investigate whether DANs are also able to associate CS+ with punishment. Interestingly, $\gamma_3$, $\gamma_4$ and $\gamma_5$ DANs in mushroom body horizontal lobes are also able to learn the valence of CS+ and CS- in this new paradigm. Similar to that under classical aversive olfactory conditioning paradigm, after multiple training cycles, $\gamma_3$ DNAs respond more strongly to CS+ than CS- and $\gamma_4$ DNAs respond more strongly to CS- than CS+ (Figure 1B-C). Moreover, after multiple training cycles, stronger $\gamma_3$ DNAs response to CS+ persists even after after cessation of CS+ stimulation, indicating punitive electric shocks following CS+. Despite DANs’ ability to learn odor valence even in delayed-shock paradigm, we failed to find any DNAs that are able to respond to omission of electric shocks, even after 10 training cycles (Figure 1D). It suggests that fruit flies may not be able to encode negative prediction errors. Nevertheless, there is still possibility that mushroom body DANs could respond to omission of sugar-predicting conditioned stimuli, encoding positive prediction errors.

**Discussion**

Failure to detect encoding of negative prediction errors in *Drosophila* dopamine neurons doesn’t necessarily mean it doesn’t exit in *Drosophila*. There are two ways to explain the failure. First, punishment was used as unconditioned stimuli in our experiments while most of studies on prediction errors utilize reward as unconditioned stimuli. It is unclear whether mushroom body reward DAN encodes positive prediction errors. Second, in our paradigm, punishment was delivered with a delay of 10 seconds after odor stimulation. In most studies on mammals, reward is delivered 2-3 seconds after 1 second odor stimulation. 10-second
delay could be too long for fruit flies to respond to omission of unconditioned stimuli and it is unclear whether 1 second odor stimulation is strong and long enough for fruit fly to memorize the odor. Future studies need to be based on careful consideration of these potential problems.
Figure 10 Reward DANs activity is potentiated in backward conditioning

(A) Schematic of backward conditioning. 10 pulses of electric shocks were given first and then the first odor was given 3 sec afterwards. The second odor was given 60 sec after the 1st odor. The first and second odor can be either OCT or MCH. Test cycle was given after 5 cycles of backward conditioning (B1-B2) Activities of $\gamma_3$, $\gamma_4$ and $\gamma_5$ DANs in backward conditioning. Green trace denotes DANs activity during the first odor presentation and green trace denotes DANs activity during the second odor. Data are mean [solid line] $\pm$ MSE [shaded area] curves. Dashed line denotes odor onset. (B1): Activities of DANs in the first cycle. (B2): Activities of DANs in the final test cycle. (C) Plot of DANs GCaMP6s fluorescence over training cycles. Calcium activity was calculated by averaging the fluorescence over the first 8 seconds after odor onset. Green curved lines denote DAN activity during the first odor presentation in backward conditioning; red curved line denotes the second presentation; blue curved line denotes the first odor in mock train controls. Data are mean $\pm$ MSE. One asterisk denotes $p<0.05$ and two asterisks denotes $p<0.01$. (Two sample T-test)
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Figure 11 Reward DANs don’t respond to ES omission in delayed-shock paradigm
Chapter Five

Discussion
In this study we took advantage of *Drosophila* mushroom body to gain a comprehensive understanding of how dopamine neurons (DANs) work in concert with other neurons, such as mushroom body output neurons (MBONs), when fruit flies go through aversive olfactory conditioning. Starting with a screen to identify neurons that modify its response to odors during conditioning, we discovered that most of PAM-DANs are plastic during aversive olfactory conditioning. On one hand, reward DANs suppresses its response to CS+ combined with electric shocks while maintaining or enhancing its response to CS-. On the other hand, punishment DANs not only fire strongly in response to punitive stimuli during the process of conditioning but also increase its response to CS+ relative to CS- after conditioning. In addition to plastic DANs, we also uncovered a novel group of neurons that feed the signal from MBONs back onto DANs, which we name as Recurrent Loop Neurons (RLNs). This new group of neurons is also required for aversive olfactory memory. Here we reveal that there exists a delicate tripartite feedback circuit encompassing MBONs, RLNs and DANs. In this feedback circuit, attraction MBONs or RLNs activate reward DANs while repulsion MBONs or RLNs activate punishment DANs, which creates a self-reinforcing system. It empowers a fly with the ability to modify its valence perception of odors based on past experience. As a major behavioral consequence of this feedback circuit, CS- was found to play a critical role in aversive olfactory memory. It turns out that a full memory score is essentially bipartite, consisting of half scores contributed by repulsion to CS+ and attraction to CS- respectively. It provides us an opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of olfactory memory in fruit flies.

**A comprehensive investigation of DANs, MBONs and RLNs activity during aversive olfactory conditioning**
Dopamine neurons in MB are activated by electric shocks or sugar ingestion to drive learned olfactory associations [84], whereas KC propagate odor identity information from olfactory sensory pathway. Pairing of these two types of stimulation is the critical step for olfactory association [73, 85], which naturally leads to the assumption that these two pathways operate independently in fruit fly brain. Our data, however, suggest that there exists a sophisticated interconnectivity network that bridges together these two pathways that appear independent and contributes to learned olfactory associations. Here we not only show that DANs can be activated by odors but also reveal that DANs’ odor response can be modified by olfactory learning. Punishment DANs and reward DANs lie in different but adjacent compartments to encode punishment and reward predicting odors respectively. Punishment γ3 DANs are directly activated by electric shocks but also encode stronger response to CS+ after conditioning, whereas reward DANs such as γ4 are slightly inhibited by electric shocks with a small rebound response and encode stronger response to CS-. Moreover, different reward DANs are endowed with different learning dynamics. γ4 DANs’ initial response to CS+ is substantially higher than CS- whereas other reward DANs, such as β’2 DANs respond similarly to CS+ and CS- in the first training cycle. During conditioning, it is the boosting of response to CS- that drives the differential response of γ4 DANs whereas for β’2 DANs, it is mainly the suppression of response to CS+. CS+ even triggers inhibition of β2 DANs and α1 DANs. The fact that reward DANs encode CS- in different ways could be due to different functions exerted by different DANs and their corresponding MBONs.

Recent research suggests that compartmentalized DANs independently tune the synaptic transmission of its own postsynaptic MBON repertoire [71, 82]. By examining MBON activity during conditioning, we further confirmed this compartmentalization hypothesis. Odor
response of MBON is inhibited by dopamine release of its own DAN and dopamine release in neighboring zones won’t interfere with its synaptic transmission. Moreover, attraction MBONs’ dendrites overlap with punishment DANs’ axons and repulsion MBONs’ dendrites overlap with reward DANs’ axons. As a consequence, after conditioning, avoidance MBONs including γ4 and β’2 MBONs stay relatively unchanged in response to CS+ while attraction MBONs including γ2 and γ3 MBONs are inhibited in response to CS+. In response to CS-, it is the opposite. Although distributed in separate zones, MBONs of different valence are orchestrated in the same way to fulfill the same behavioral outcome.

In addition to DANs and MBONs, we discovered a third group of neurons (RLNs) positioned between MBONs and DANs in the tripartite feedback circuit. Two groups of RLNs of opposite valence encode CS+ and CS- in opposite directions. At the first cycle of conditioning, attraction neuron RLN1 respond similarly to both CS+ and CS-. During conditioning, RLN1 response to CS+ is gradually inhibited. RLN2 is directly excited by electric shocks and it only displays a slight response to odors in mock-train controls. After multiple training cycles, RLN2 fires strongly and persistently in response to CS+ alone in the absence of electric shocks. It appears that RLN2 encodes the punitive valence of electric shock, which is then transferred to CS+.

**Multi-layer interconnectivity network provides feedback onto DANs**

In order to differentially respond to CS+/CS-, DANs should receive specific information of odor identity. Odor identity is encoded in sparse activity of ~2000 KCs in mushroom body and thus the negative valence of CS+ and the positive valence of CS- are encoded in KCs activity in MB lobes. However, olfactory pathway shrinks onto ~34 MBONs downstream of ~2000 KCs. Presumably, 34 MBONs are too small a group of neurons to encode odor identity, which
means that odor identity will be lost after the shrinkage and MBONs alone won’t be able to tell apart different odorants, such as CS+ and CS-. Therefore, there must exist well-arranged set of connections from KCs to DANs that relay the valence to DANs to allow DANs to encode odor valence of CS+ and CS-. It is very likely that this pathway includes MBONs and RLNs. For instance, during conditioning, in order for reward DANs to respond to CS- rather than CS+, reward DANs must be activated by attraction MBONs or inhibited by avoidance MBONs, since attraction MBONs stay unchanged while avoidance MBONs are inhibited during CS-presentation. The net response to CS- mediated by this pathway would thereby be activation. Otherwise, random connectivity with either attraction or repulsion MBONs will only let DANs be able to respond to odors but not to encode odor valence. Indeed, our data reveal that reward γ4 DANs can be inhibited by avoidance β′2 MBONs and activated by attraction γ2α’1 MBONs. Reward β′2 DANs can be activated by γ2α’1 MBONs and inhibited by β′2 MBONs. Moreover, DANs are regulated oppositely by RLNs of opposite valence, adding another layer of regulation complexity to the feedback circuit. Reward β′2 DANs are activated by attraction neuron RLN1 and are inhibited by repulsion neuron RLN2, whereas punishment γ3 DANs are slightly inhibited by RLN1 and slightly activated by RLN2.

Detailed anatomical analysis shows that MBONs, DANs and RLNs all extend branches into the regions surrounding MB lobes, including SMP and CRE. Those regions were referred as convergence zone. Analysis by GFP Reconstitution Synaptic Partner (GRASP) also indicates that MBONs directly connect with both DANs and RLNs and RLNs also connect with DANs directly in the convergence zone. Notably, repulsion neuron RLN2 connects extensively with punishment γ3 DANs and attraction neuron RLN1 connects extensively with reward β′2 DANs, further corroborating valence-relay model. A recent study also shows that DANs can be
activated by MBONs [72]. Nevertheless, functional connectivity suggested in that piece of study cannot explain DANs’ ability to differentially respond to CS+ and CS-.

**Novel mode of DAN activation by CS- and cessation of odor stimulation**

CS- tends to be ignored in research investigating function of dopamine neurons [27, 28, 86]. Our data for the first time shed light on the importance of CS- and shows that CS- can be conditioned as rewarding by activating reward DANs, representing its positive rewarding valence from absence of punishment. Researchers have speculated that relief from pain could be learned through timing-dependent mechanism, such as STDP, or dopamine release caused by punishment cessation [87]. Here obviously it is the activation by CS- that drives release of dopamine indicating relief from punitive stimuli. Therefore, a circuit level mechanism underlies pain relief learning instead of a molecular or synaptic mechanism. A study on reward prediction error show that rewarding dopamine release shifted to CS- as well [86], leading to a model of two-component response [88].

In addition, our data showed for the first time that dopamine neurons also respond to the cessation of odor stimulation, which we refer to as odor-OFF response. For instance, reward DANs respond strongly to cessation of odors. Particularly, γ4 DANs response to cession of CS+ conditioned with punishment is significantly higher than to CS-, suggesting biological relevance of odor-OFF response. In addition, we show that attraction neuron RLN1 and attraction MBONs, including γ2 and γ3 MBONs, also respond to cessation of odor stimulation paired with punitive stimuli. Moreover, we also show that blank pure air can be conditioned as rewarding as well in aversive learning, due to dopamine odor-OFF response. Research on mammalian brain fails to report any similar case. It could be due to the fact that in fruit flies,
CS is presented for 60s, a much longer duration than a typical few seconds in mammalian research [28, 88]. After exposure to an environment for a longer period of time, any sensation change afterwards could trigger a larger dopamine activity. It is also likely that *Drosophila* possesses a different set of mechanisms of how dopamine neurons are controlled by feedback circuits.

**Olfactory memory is binary composed of repulsion to CS+ and attraction to CS-**

Aversive olfactory memory, especially electric shock paradigms, has been studied in detail over the past decades. Although animals experience both CS+ and CS-, repulsion to CS+ has been regarded as the only readout of memory, while CS- was ignored as a neutral blank reference odor. Our data, however, shows that CS- activates reward DANs, suggesting that CS- is conditioned as attractive, being integral part of aversive olfactory memory. Indeed, standard full performance score consists of two half scores: repulsion memory to CS+ and attraction memory to CS-. Repulsion score to CS+ is considerably lower than standard full score and attraction score to CS- contributes to full score at different proportions for different memory phases. For 1-cycle short-term memory (10min), attraction score contributes 0.15 to the full score of 0.75 while the rest 0.6 is made of repulsion score. For 5-cycle mid-term memory (3h), attraction and repulsion scores take up roughly equal proportion (0.3) of full score of 0.6. Notably, even protein-synthesis-dependent long-term memory (24h) is made of equal proportion of repulsion and attraction. Furthermore, repulsion memory decays relatively fast whereas attraction memory decays relatively slow, reminiscent of appetitive memory in sugar conditioning [45, 46]. Although flies need to be in hunger or thirst state for
appetitive conditioning to occur, artificial activation of PAM reward DANs by dTrpA1 have been shown to induce appetitive memory in satiated flies [8, 45].

Furthermore, MBONs of different valence are in charge of different memory types. On one hand, repulsion MBONs receiving dopamine input from punishment DANs, such as γ1 MBON, are mostly responsible for repulsion memory to CS+. On the other hand, attraction MBONs receiving dopamine input from reward DANs, such as γ4 MBON, not only mediate attraction memory to CS- but also repulsion memory to CS+, mostly likely due to inhibition of reward DANs during CS+ presentation [45]. In summary, when flies are making choices between CS+ and CS- after aversive olfactory conditioning, they not only feel repulsive to CS+ but also regard CS- as a benevolent smell.

**Bidirectional interaction between CS and US pathways**

Dopamine neurons in *Drosophila* receive input from both US and CS and thereby serves as the pivot of the interaction between US and CS. It has been established that dopamine release activated by US, as reinforcement signal, changes synaptic transmission from mushroom body to MBON, thus modifying CS pathway. Here we show that odor response changes activity of DANs in a self-reinforcing way, tweaking DANs’ response to US. Moreover, we also show that electric shocks can directly potentiate odor-evoked response of DANs, bypassing modulating synaptic transmission from mushroom body. Such bidirectional interaction endows fruit flies with higher flexibility in learning.

**Relevance to dopamine system in mammals**
In mammalian dopamine system, such as mouse VTA, subset of dopamine neurons are also able to encode both reward and punishment predicting stimuli [12, 28]. Moreover, VTA dopamine neurons are also regulated by a large group of non-dopaminergic neurons, including glutamate and GABA neurons both from within VTA and a wide range of other brain regions, such as lateral habenula and prefrontal cortex. For instance, VTA GABA neurons increase their firing rate during exposure to reward-predicting cues and inhibition of VTA GABA neurons modulates activity of neighboring dopamine neurons and thus modulates prediction errors encoded by VTA DA neurons [29, 77]. Here we demonstrate that, in *Drosophila* brain, mushroom body non-dopaminergic neurons, including MBONs and RLNs, also regulate dopamine neurons in a way that is critical for dopamine neuron normal function. Blocking RLNs or MBONs output during conditioning also interferes with dopamine activity. A further thorough investigation of *Drosophila* dopamine neural network, could potentially provide insight into the fundamental rules of how regulation of dopamine neurons, especially feedback regulation, contributes to memory formation.
Materials and Methods

Summary of main methods

Fly stocks
A detailed list of fly genotypes can be found blow. Flies were obtained from Bloomington Stock Center or Janelia Stock Center. GAL4 lines used for calcium imaging screening were selected by visual inspection from FlyLight project.

Functional Calcium Imaging
All functional imaging experiments were performed on a Zeiss two-photon laser-scanning microscope (LSM780 NLO). Images were taken on a single focal plane with a frequency of 2.5Hz. GCaMP6s was expressed in all relevant neurons. Fly head with head cuticle removed and brain exposed was submerged in Schneider medium supplemented with 2mM Ca\(^{2+}\) and 4mM NaHCO\(_3\). Odor stimulation was achieved by a well-designed odor delivery system to ensure constant flow rate when switching valves. A continuous stream (2000ml/min) of air was directed at fly antenna through all time during training under microscope, even during cycle intervals. At a trigger, 10% of air stream was diverted through a vial containing odorants diluted in paraffin oil. 0.3% OCT and 0.15% MCH were used in all training experiments.

Optogenetic activation of MBONs and RLNs
Larvae were grown on standard food. After eclosion, flies were kept on standard food supplemented with 1mM all-trans-retinal for 8-10 days. To monitor neuron responses, GCaMP6s was expressed by lexA lines. R58E02-lexA and lexAop>GCaMP6s were used to drive expression in horiztonal lobe DANs. CsChrimson was expressed in MBONs or RLNs by UAS>CsChrimson::tdTomato and corresponding split GAL4 or GAL4 lines. CsChrimson was activated through microscope built-in laser line (633nm) at the intensity of approximately 10-20\(\mu\)w/mm\(^2\). We found that red light of high intensity causes DANs firing even in animals without CsChrimson expression. Intensity was lowered to a level that minimizes DANs’ response to red light.
**Tethered individual fly conditioning**

A mounting chamber was designed to allow for clearer imaging of brain regions close to antenna, including MBs, SPM and CRE while keeping antenna intact (Figure S1). Fly was mounted on aluminum foil and the foil was glued to the chamber by grease oil. Fly legs were attached to paraffin wax with tips exposed in order to allow for copper wire attachment. Copper wires were held against fly legs without any glue. Agarose gel dissolved in saline was used to cover both copper wires and fly legs to make them conductive. Kwik silicone glue (World Precision Instruments) was then applied onto agarose gel to prevent it from drying out. Stimulator (S48 Stimulator, Grass Technology) was used to apply electric current through the fly.

**Classical aversive olfactory conditioning**

Fly training apparatus was built with the help of Harvard CSB machine shop. Experiments were performed as previously described in Tully et al. [89] 60V voltage was used to provide electrical stimulation to the flies. A custom-made T-maze was used to measure performance index. Performance index was calculated as \( \frac{n_1-n_2}{n_1+n_2} \); \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) denote number of flies that chose odor 1 and odor 2 respectively. 0.3% OCT and 0.15% MCH were used in all training experiments.

**Detailed description of methods**

**Fly Strains**

Flies were grown on conventional cornmeal-agar-molasses medium at 25 °C and approximately 70 % humidity, under 12hr light/12hr dark cycle. Flies used for shi\( ^{st1} \) silencing behavior experiments were grown at 21 °C.

**Strains and sources:**

Detailed fly genotypes used by figures (with neuronal expression description).

Figure 1C-E, 7 and S2, S3, S4:
R58E02-Gal4; UAS-GCaMP6s

Figure 2H, 2I:
R86D02-Gal4/R33E06-Gal4, UAS-GCaMP6s

Figure 3A, 3B, 3C:
R58E02-Gal4; UAS-GCaMP6s

Figure 3G:
Left: MB441b; R86D02-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Right: UAS-CsChrimson::tdTomato/R58E02-lexA, lexAop-GCaMP6s; R86D02.

Figure 3H:
Left: MB316b; R86D02-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Right: UAS-CsChrimson::tdTomato/R58E02-lexA, lexAop-GCaMP6s; R86D02.

Figure 3I:
Left: MB056b; R86D02-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Right: UAS-CsChrimson::tdTomato/R58E02-lexA, lexAop-GCaMP6s; R86D02.

Figure 3J:
Left: MB441b; R33E06-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Right: UAS-CsChrimson::tdTomato/R58E02-lexA, lexAop-GCaMP6s; R33E06.

Figure 3K:
Left: MB316b; R33E06-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Right: UAS-CsChrimson::tdTomato/R58E02-lexA, lexAop-GCaMP6s; R33E06.

Figure 3L:
Left: MB056b; R33E06-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Right: UAS-CsChrimson::tdTomato/R58E02-lexA, lexAop-GCaMP6s; R33E06.
Figure 4A: R74B04-Gal4, UAS-GCaMP6s.
Figure 4B: R52G04-Gal4, UAS-GCaMP6s.
Figure 4C: R74B04-Gal4, UAS-GCaMP6s.
Figure 4D: R14C08-Gal4, UAS-GCaMP6s.
Figure 4E: MB011b; R86D02-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Figure 4F: MB077b; R86D02-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Figure 4G: MB011b; R33E06-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Figure 4H: MB077b; R33E06-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.

Figure S4A: MB441b; R41G06-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Figure S4B: γ4-splitGal4; R41G06-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Figure S4C: MB441b; R53D01-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Figure S4D: γ4-splitGal4; R53D01-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.
Figure S4E: γ4-splitGal4; R58E02-lexA; UAS-spGFP1-10, lexAop-spGFP1-11.

Figure 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D:
MB112c, UAS-Kir2.1; MB077b, UAS-Kir2.1; γ4-splitGal4, UAS-Kir2.1; MB011b, UAS-Kir2.1
Figure 5E, 5F, 5G, 5H:
R58E02-Gal4, UAS-shi$^{ts1}$; R86D02-Gal4, UAS-shi$^{ts1}$; R33G12-Gal4, UAS-shi$^{ts1}$.

**Imaging**

All functional imaging experiments were performed on Zeiss LSM 780 NLO Multi-Photon Microscope at Harvard Center for Brain Imaging. Emitted fluorescence was detected with 4-channel non-descanned detector or 34 channel spectral detector. Images were acquired with a 20X, 0.9 numerical aperture objective at 512 pixels x 512 pixels or 256 pixels x 256 pixels resolution. For training-under-microscope imaging, images were acquired at a rate of 2.5 Hz. For optogenetics imaging, images were acquired at a rate of 5Hz.

**Functional Imaging**

For all in vivo imaging experiments, brains were dissected in 0.9x Schneider Insect Medium (Sigma) supplemented with 2mM Ca$^{2+}$ and 4mM NaHCO$_3$. A special chamber was designed for
robust imaging of mushroom body, SMP and CRE regions with high resolution and high clarity. Flies were prepared as below. 5-10 days old flies were anaesthetized on ice and glued to a hole cut out on a small piece of aluminum foil. Bio-compatible adhesive Kwik-Sil Adhesive (World Precision Instrument) was used as glue. The piece of aluminum foil with one fly tethered was then attached onto imaging chamber. The chamber was then filled with Schneider medium and the head capsule was opened by carefully cutting the cuticle covering the dorsal portion of the head. Obstructing trachea was removed with forceps. Care was taken to keep antenna and antennal nerves intact.

**Odor Stimulation**
Odor stimulation was achieved by directing a continuous stream (2000ml/min) of clean air through a 1/8 inch inner diameter Teflon tubing directed at the fly's antenna (carrier stream). 10% of the total air stream was diverted through a glass vial containing 5mL paraffin oil (odor stream). A third compensating air stream (200ml/min) was directed out of the system. At a trigger, a custom-built solenoid valve controller system redirected the third compensating air stream to a vial containing odorants diluted in 5mL paraffin oil (Sigma) and simultaneously switched the compensating air stream with the second air stream. This was designed to reduce air stream disturbance during valve switches. Final odorant dilutions were usually around 1:1000, depending on the identity of odorants. Odorants used were 3-octanol (CAS #589-98-0) and methancyclohexanol (CAS #589-91-3).

**Tethered Fly Olfactory Conditioning**
Fly was mounted on aluminum foil as described in Functional Imaging. We chose to shock the fly through the legs since we believe that in standard training experiments, flies were shocked through legs instead of abdomen. Fly legs were first attached to paraffin wax with its tips exposed to allow for wire attachment. Copper wires were held against fly legs without any glue. Agarose gel dissolved in saline was used to cover both copper wires and fly legs to make the connection conductive. Kwik silicone glue (World Precision Instruments) was then applied onto agarose gel to prevent it from drying out and to immobilize the connection between legs and wires. Stimulator (S48 Stimulator, Grass Technology) was used to apply electric current through the fly. Total electric currents were measured in aversive olfactory
conditioning when an ensemble of ~100 flies were trained on copper grids in training tubes. Usually, a total electric current of around 200μA passed through the grids for 100 flies, e.g. 2μA per fly. Total resistance for 100 flies is usually ~500 KΩ, e.g. 50MΩ per fly. Current during imaging was measured by digital multimeter (Fluke 116 TRUE RMS multimeter). We adjusted voltage slightly in each tethered fly conditioning experiment to keep electrical current constant at ~1μA. Usually only ~10V voltage was enough to trigger a current of ~1μA. We delivered 500ms of ~1μA stimulation in each electric shock pulse.

**Classical Aversive Olfactory Conditioning**

Training apparatus was designed and made at Harvard Machine Shop. Training protocols were described in detail in literature. Briefly, during each training cycle, CS+ was first presented to the animals for 60 seconds while 10 pulses of electric shocks were delivered every 5 seconds. Each electric shock pulse lasted for 1 second. After an interval of 60 seconds, CS- was the presented for 60 seconds. For spaced training paradigm, animals were trained with 5 cycles of conditioning with an interval of 15min. Flies were then tested in a custom made T-maze for memory score.

**Image processing and Data Analysis**

Most image processing was done in FIJI/ImageJ (NIH). Further analysis was done using custom Matlab codes as described below. When necessary, to correct for motion during in vivo imaging, time series images were aligned using the TurboReg FIJI plugin.

**Calcium Intensity Plots**

For imaging of DANs and MBONs, ROIs were manually drawn based on clear anatomical segregation of the innervation patterns in different compartments. For imaging of RLNs, ROIs were manually drawn covering the entire axonal branches in the field of view, while avoiding inclusion of branches from irrelevant neurons. For DANs, we can clearly observe fluorescence punctae in each compartment. For MBONs and RLNs, we can clearly observe neuronal branches. In order to extract those punctae and branches while excluding background noise, a difference of Gaussian (DoG) filter for blob detection was applied to each frame to extract punctae and branch features. Two Gaussian kernels were used for DoG filter and the standard
deviation (\(\sigma\)) for each kernel was 1.8 and 2.4 pixels respectively. An image mask was calculated from DoG treated raw image. Then image mask was applied to each raw image to obtain punctae or branch blobs. Fluorescence intensity was finally calculated by averaging the fluorescence over the entire image. For calcium traces, \(\Delta F/F\) was calculated by calculating the difference between the pre-stimulus values, an average of 20 frames (~ 7 seconds) ending >1 frame before stimulus onset, and the post-stimulus values (for each frame) divided by pre-stimulus value. For \(\Delta F/F_0\) in plot over training cycle, calculation was done by averaging \(\Delta F/F_0\) values over the first 8 seconds after stimulus onset. Note that in the case of DAN imaging, DAN exhibit relatively strong fluctuations in their basal activity, making it more difficult to obtain an accurate estimate of basal activity. However, we suppose that 7 seconds before stimulus onset is long enough for an estimate of basal activity and thus we use the average of the fluorescence values as basal activity.

**Cross-correlation Analysis** (Figure S2):

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients between pairs of DANs were calculated for a 60 second recording in each animal in Matlab. The resulting coefficients were averaged and used to generate the cross-correlogram shown in Figure S2. A dashed line of significance was provided for each plot by Matlab functions.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using custom scripts in Matlab. Paired T-test was used for all paired comparison of DAN, RLN and MBON response to CS+ and CS- (Figure 1, 2 and 4). Unpaired T-test was used for control/Shi\textsuperscript{ist} data (Figure 6) and DAN and RLN response comparison due to optogenetic activation by CsChrimson (Figure 3 and Figure 4). One-way ANOVA test was used for all aversive olfactory conditioning experiments, including inhibition experiments using Kir2.1 and Shi\textsuperscript{ist} (Figure 8).

**Optogenetic Activation by CsChrimson**

Flies expressing CsChrimson, a red-shifted channelrhodopsin variant, in MBONs or RLNs, were placed on food containing 400\(\mu\)M all-trans retinal, for 8-10 days prior to imaging. 633nm red light illumination was achieved by focused laser scanning in Zeiss LSM 780 NLO
Multi-Photon Microscope. A photo-bleaching option is available in Zeiss system and thus was used to provide red light stimulation when neuron activity was recorded by 2-photon laser scanning. External light source, such as mounted LED, was found to be so strong as to trigger response even in control animals without CsChrimson expression. Laser scanning allows us to focus light onto a tiny spot on fly brain (roughly estimate ~400 μm x 400 μm) to minimize light intensity, thus reducing natural light activated DANs’ response to a negligible level. In addition, fly eyes were covered by aluminum foil during mounting to reduce direct light stimulation. 100ms light stimulation was used in each experiment.

**Adult Brain Immunostaining**

5-10 days old adult brains were dissected in 1X PBS pH7.4 and then immediately transferred to cold 1% supplemented PFA solution and fixed overnight at 4 ℃. Following overnight incubation, samples were washed in PBST (0.3% Triton/1X PBS pH 7.4) 3 times. Brains were then blocked in 3% Normal Goat Serum for 3 hours at 4 ℃. Primary antibody was incubated overnight at 4 ℃. Brains were then washed extensively in PBST 3 times at RT, 30min per wash. Secondary antibody was incubated at 4 ℃ from 1 day to 3 days. Brains were then again washed extensively in PBST 3 times at RT, 30min per wash. Samples were mounted in custom-made 70% glycerol. Images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM 880 using a 60X objective. Primary antibodies used include: rabbit anti-GFP (1:1000; Invitrogen; A11122), mouse anti-nc82 (1:33.3; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, Univ. Iowa), mouse anti- *Drosophila* ChAT (ChAT4B1; 1: 100; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, Univ. Iowa), rabbit anti-DvGluT (1:5000; a gift from Dr. A DiAntonio), rabbit anti-*Drosophila* GAD1 (1:1000; a gift from Dr. FR Jackson). Secondary antibodies used include: Cy3 goat anti-mouse (1:100; Jackson Labs), Cy5 donkey anti-rabbit (1:100; Jackson Labs).
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Appendix

Supplementary Figures
Figure S1 Preparation of tethered fly for training under the microscope
(A) Diagram of mounting chamber for functional imaging. Slope was designed to let the hole opened on fly head capsule face upwards. This allow for imaging of regions surrounding mushroom body with a better image quality. (B) Picture of an example fly with its legs immobilized on wax and attached to copper wires.
Figure S2 Activity of DANs in response to electric shocks

(A) $\gamma_3$, $\gamma_4$ and $\gamma_5$ DANs response to electric shocks alone in the absence of odors. Calcium traces of $\gamma_3$, $\gamma_4$ and $\gamma_5$ DANs are presented in red, green and blue respectively (n=5). Green and blue arrowheads denote local peaks of $\gamma_4$ and $\gamma_5$ DANs calcium traces. Black bars denote presentation of electric shocks (500ms each). (B) Cross-correlogram of pairs of DANs. Top panel: cross correlation of DANs during rest state; bottom panel: cross correlation of DANs in response to electric shocks. Blue line in each plot denotes significance level. Values above blue significance line indicates strong correlation beyond random.
Figure S3a Activity of DANs Odor-On response in mock trained controls

(A-C) Calcium activity of γ3 (n=7), γ4 (n=7) and β’2 (n=6) DANs were imaged during 5-cycle mock trained controls. The first 3 columns display DANs calcium traces in cycle 1,3,5 (training cycles) and the last column displays DANs calcium trace in test cycle. Dashed line denotes odor onset. Red trace denotes DANs activity during CS+ presentation (CS+ plus shock in training cycles) and green trace denotes DANs activity during CS- presentation. Data are mean [solid line] ± MSE [shaded area] curves.
Figure S3b Activity of DANs Odor-Off response in mock trained controls

(A-C) Calcium activity of γ3 (n=7), γ4 (n=7) and β’2 (n=6) DANs were imaged during 5-cycle mock trained controls. The first 3 columns display DANs calcium traces in cycle 1, 3, 5 (training cycles) and the last column displays DANs calcium trace in test cycle. Dashed line denotes odor cessation. Red trace denotes DANs activity during CS+ presentation (CS+ plus shock in training cycles) and green trace denotes DANs activity during CS- presentation. Data are mean [solid line] ± MSE [shaded area] curves.
Figure S4a Activity of other DANs Odor-On response in aversive olfactory conditioning
Figure S4a (Continued). (A) Plot of DANs GCaMP6s fluorescence over training cycles. Calcium activity was calculated by averaging the fluorescence over the first 8 seconds after odor onset. (B-D) Calcium activity of $\gamma$5 (n=11), $\beta$2 (n=9) and $\alpha$1 (n=9) DANs were imaged during 5-cycle conditioning.
Figure S4b Activity of other DANs Odor-OFF response in aversive olfactory conditioning

(A) Plot of DANs GCaMP6s fluorescence over training cycles. Calcium activity was calculated by averaging the fluorescence over the first 8 seconds after odor onset. (B-D) Calcium activity of γ5 (n=11), β2 (n=9) and α1 (n=9) DANs were imaged during 5-cycle conditioning.
Figure S5 More properties of RLN neurons

(A) Neither RLN1 or RLN2 are cholinergic. (B) Neither RLN1 or RLN2 are GABAergic. (C) RLNs’ response to electric shocks alone in the absence of odors. Calcium traces of RLN1 and RLN2 are presented in green and red respectively (n=5). Black bars denote presentation of electric shocks (500ms per pulse).
Figure S6 Attraction memory induced by massed training is weaker than spaced training

(A-C) Attraction memory to CS- depends on initial odor preference. In each panel is performance index (PI) for trained and mock-trained flies. Three asterisks denotes p<0.001. (Paired t-test) PI scores were averaged over MCH and OCT. (A): CS- preference was reduced if flies initially preferred CS- to Ben. (n=18) (B): CS- aversion was reduced if flies initially preferred Ben to CS-. (n=26) (C): PI scores of trained animals are no different from mock-trained ones if data from (A) and (B) are lumped together (D): Attraction memory PI scores from massed trained animals are significantly lower than spaced trained ones. (Two-sample T-test) (E): Plot of DANs response to CS- over training cycles. Calcium activity was calculated by averaging the fluorescence over the first 8 seconds after odor onset. Cyan curved lines denote DAN activity response to CS- during spaced training and purple curved line during massed training. Data are mean ± MSE. One asterisk denotes p<0.05. (Two-sample T-test)